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Unofficial: Serrano
By Laura Tolley
Dan Serrano squeaked by his
opponents in the presidential race
and Vince Baca captured the vice
presidency in the Associated Studentsofthc University of New Mexico gene1·al election Wednesday.
Serrano. a 23-year-old political
science major bested Danny Ortiz.
and John Schoeppner. Unofficial results, released at 4:30 a.m. Thursday, show Serrano capturing 861
votes, Ortiz 809 and Schoeppner
764. said Attorney GeneraL Karen
.Gallegos.
Baca beat write-in candidate Kim
Rogers in the vice president's race
with 1,234 votes, Rogers received
613 votes.
Ten full-term ASUNM senate
positions were voted on by students
Wednesday. Elected arc: Ana Maria
DeVilliers, 1,151: Leslie Francis.
902; Rose Rcza, 888: David Rodriguez, 860; Renee Reiter. 847; Paul
Yarbrough. 831: David Proper, 725,
Lucille Chavez, 723. Edward
Argueta, 678 and Eugene Padilla,
621.
The New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group referendum passel!
on a vote of 1.364 to 648. The measure would provide an additional $2
fee for NMPIRG to be tacked onto
the current $14 student activity fcc.
Amendment I passed on a vote of
1,164 to 329 and amendment 2 passed 1,063 to 341.
Voter turnout reached 2, 790. ab-

~swastika'

Squ~aks

out 14.7 percent of the undergraduate student body. Gallegos said it
was the highestturnout in a couple of
years.
Gallegos said a delay in ballot
counting was caused by compUter
malfunctions. The computer stopped working about II :30 p.m.
Wednesday night and resumed op,
erations about 3:30a.m. Thursd~y.
Serrano .said early Thursday
morning, "I'm really happy right
now. The turnout wasn't as [ .expected, but I'm glad enough people
turned out to get me elected. Too bad
I have to wait till May 15 to go to
work. I'm ready to work now." He
said. ·~I don't expect a challenge.
the election was very clean.''.
Election results on budget recommendations will be announced later
today. Galle.J!OS said.
Amendment I says the ASUNM
president and vice president shall
not be entitled to an increase in salary from the established 1982-83
level until .the beginnning of the
1985-86 fiscal year.
This two" year freeze would mean
the president's salary would stay at
$7,900 and the vice president's salary would be frozen at $6,500.
Amendment 2 says the ASUNM
senate shall hold its first meeting
after the new senators have been
sworn in on the last regular day of
school of the semester in which they
were elected.· A quorum shall consist of at least two-thirds of the current membership of the senate.

May Remain

LAS CRUCES (UPJ)- Students at New Mexico State University. affirming the area's Indian roots.
Wednesday voted to retain the
"Swastika" as symbol and name of
the school's yearbook.
The vote was 837 to 555 in favor
of the continued usc of the symbol.
which has gained widespread notoriety as a symbol of Nazism. though it

was used by Native Antericans long
before it was adopted by Adolf
Hitler.
A .. Swastika Task Force .. composed of five students. a faculty
member and an alumni rcpresenta·
tive. will take the vote into account
in mak~ng the.final ~edsion Whether
to retam or d1scontmue the symbol
and name on the yearbook.
·

In, Baca by Landslide

WINNER: President-elect Dan Settano celebrates his hard-fought campaign at a party held in
his honor.

Candidates' Spending Varied
By Wren Propp
Campaign spending varied in the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico spring general
election held Wednesday with more than $1,500 being
spent on campaign expenses.
The three presidential candidates spent $852. 12. The
limit for ASUNM presidential campaign spending is
$300.

Position I. John Schoeppner ~ $265.45
Position 3. Dan Serrano- $297.67
Position 4. Danny Ortiz ~ $289
Vice presidential hopefuls spent $156.44. The spending limit for vice presidential campaigns is $200.
Position 1. Vince Baca - $5 I .47
Write-in candidate Kim Rogers ---.$104.97
The 20 senatorial candidates spent $510.43. Senatorial candidates have a $75 spending ceiling.
Position 1. David Proper~ $31
Position 2. Renee Reiter- no financial statement
available.

Position 3. Lucille Chavez- $45.20
Position 4. Eugene Pdilla- $24.61
Position 5. Ana Maria DcVilliers- incomplete
financial statement
Position 6. Lou Diaz- $26.15
Position 7. David Rodriquez~ $43.74
Position 8. Kevin Wildenstcin ~ $10.65
Position 9. Yolanda Hubbard- no financial statement available
Position 10. Eithne Johnson- $24
Position JJ. Gene Hill -$17.54
Position 12. Withdrawn
Position 13. Rose Reza - $31
Position 14. Leslie Francis~ $18
Position 15. Glenn Ballard~ $38.32
Position 16. Paul Yarbrough- $47.59
Position 17. John Krist- $13.50
Position 18. Noel Orquiz- $22.16
Position .19. Edward Argueta- $74
Position 20. Stephen Haymes- $15
Write-in Skip Daube- $27.97

Hospital Plans Roof Pad
For Speedier Transport
By Laura Tolley
University of New Mexico H_ospital om~ials ha~c plan_s for a new
landing pad, closer to the hoSpital's facilities, for 1ts rap1d transport
helicopter system.
. . .. .
. . ·.
. .
.
The construction of a critical care building would provtde for a
helicopter landing pad on the roof of the unit to give faster service to
patients.
.
..· .
. . . . . . . . . . .· ... ···.
"Lifeguard" generally sets down north ofthe hospital. PauiJcnson.
UNM hospitaladministrator, said the helicopter ~as landed also on t~c
street in front of the emergency room. He sa1d because of traffic
problems, "We try not to do that very often.''
Situated south ofthe present facility, the new building would be two
stories tall, and an elevator would extend to the building's roof for
nccess to the helicopter service.
The helicopter pad will have a covered area next to it. Jenson said.
The building wo~ld house a new emcrgenc~ roor!1· tr~umu and b.urrr
unit and an intensiVe and coronary care unu. Pnmar1ly for pat1cnt
service. the addition also would house some offices and classrooms.
Jenson said.
He said $7.3 million was approved for the construction of the
building through a voter's bond issue a couple of years ago.
Construction bids for· the project will be in by next Thursday, and
"
PARKING LOT LANDING: A new rooftop helipad
is planned for UNM Hospital's rapid trsns· construction could begirt in one month. Jenson said the 48 .000-squareport helicopter. The whirlybird usually lands north of the hospital and sometimes on the foot building will take about 18 months to two ye~rs It\ cot~plete.
•'Lifeguard'' has performed about 24 rescue missronssrnce tt be~an
street in front ol the BCMC emergency entrance.
operations Jan. 18. 1983 . .Jensonsaida fe~ requests for the scry:rce
were turned down because of weather condruons hazardous t1j llymg.
continued on page 5
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Court Rules Against Indians
State Gets Funding
In Dispute Over Water Rights From Bill for Jobs

W1\SHINGTON ,~The Supreme
Court. siding with the states in an
important Wlltcr rights dispute. ruled
5-J Wcdncsduy against giving Indian tribes more Colorado River water
to irrigate rc>crvntion lands.
The justices nctcd inu31-ycar-old
dispute tlJUt pitted Colorado lndi<uJ
tribes against two stntcs ~ecking to
protect vital water rights in the arid
Southwest.
Arizona first sued California in
1952 to assure billions of gallons of
water wou.ld be available to supply
the .needs of Phoenix and Tucson.

Sol!thcrn Cnli fornia wanted to protect the water supplies of Los
Angeles and San Diego.
While the Colorndo River supplies a smull portion of their water
needs. the California cities were
winners in the decision. which keeps
intact the water rights of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern
Culifornia.
Arizona also keeps its water rights
so when its $1.3 billion aqueduct
project is completed in !986 it can be
sure Indian tribes whose reservations border on the river will not be

GSA Presidential candidates
will be speaking at
an informal gathering
Friday April 1, 3-4 pm,
Ortega, 3rd floor lounge.

All grath are welcome.
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Tune Up
'27" regular tube
27" T.n. tube
Patch Kit
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•Theses
• Reports
•Resumes
• Term Papers
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Typed Professionally and Economically by Albuquerque's Leading
Word Processing Sen/Ice Bureau
-FORFast Turnaround
Camera Ready Copy
Leh and Righi Justification
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. .
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Reasonable Rates

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Call 262-2442

Godfather's Pizza Combo -·· it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guarahteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin' ya'?
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The amount of water the tribes are
WASHINGTON- The jobs bill includes $60.9 million for Army
entitled to was settled in a 1964 de·
Corps of Engineers projects· that wi II udd a maximum of2.436 jobs ~n
cree, Justice Byron White wrote for
seven So.uthwestern states. Corps sppkcsman Ed Greene satd
the court in rebuffing Indian reWcclnesday.
quests to recalculate the amount of
Greene said the bill signed into law lust week by President Reagan
water needed to irrigate tribal lands,
included $43.1 million for operations and maintenance such as dredg·• An enlargement of the tribes'
ing. and$ )7 .6 million for construction, on Corps pmjccts in Arkansas,
allocation cannot help but exacerKansas, Louisiana, Missouri, New Mexico, Okhthoma and Texas.
bate potential water shortage probThe figures do not include funding for a $140 million Mississippi
lems" for western states and their
River flood control project the Corps detailed last week after Congress
water projects, White, who is from
passed the $4,6 billion emergcnc~ jobs bill. .
.
.
Colorado. declared.
Greene said the Army Corps believes a maxtmum of 40 jobs w1ll b.e
He was joined by fellow wester1 added for each $1 million of funding, but the figure could be half that 1f
ners, Justice William Rehnquist and
the work is mostly equipment-oriented, such as dredging,
Sandra Day O'Connor, both from
"What we're trying to do is place the work where the jobs are
Phoenix, in the majority decision.
needed in the regions in the country, where the jobs will do the most
White said the fact that the Indian
good to the economy or create other jobs by getting the work done,"
tribes had not participated in decidGreene said.
ing the issue 20 yenrs ago does not
Greene said the construction funding would go toward projects that
entitle them to reopen the case.
have been underway for some time but wor.k has been postponed
However, he left the door open
because of funding problems.
for the Indians to seek legally more
New Mexico was awarded a total $1.48 million. with $1.4 million
water for so-called ''boundary
going to operations and maintenance. Structural and road work for
lands'' that are irrigable lands <1dded
Abiquiu Dam comprised the largest single award at $500,000.
to the reservations after 1964.
The big winner in the region was Texas, which has a relatively low
A case is pending on that subject
unemployment rate, with $24.7 million in funding. Of that, $21,8
in a lower court in California. If the
million goes toward operations and maintenance of current projects.
Fort Mojave Colorado River,
The largest Texas chunk was $4.29 million for dredging, structural
Chcmehuevi, Cocopah and Fort
and road work at theGulflntracoastal Waterway. The largest construcYuma tribes win that case, they
tion item was $2.5 million for a spillway apron sill at Grapevine Lake.
could recover more water rights for
irrigation, or to sell to private industry.
Dissenting justices said the "balance of hardships in this case is decidedly in the tribes' favor."
"I cannot join in depriving the
tribes permanently of significant
rights to water" because Indian
tribes' interest in their irrigable land
BONN. West Germany- Lead- Frankfmt. They said the expected
was not represented adequately ers of West Germany's powerful the support of 500.000 people.
The Bonn spokesman said: ''Only
when the case began. wrote Justice peace movement said Wednesday
William Brennan.
they expected half a million people in this way can we convince the pubto join in Easter weekend demon- lic that this is political issue number
strations, including blockades of one. The government must be conU.S. bases, to protest deployment of vinced that further rearmament will
simply not be allowed."
new U.S. missiles in Europe.
The protests will be supported by
As a demonstration of its opposition to the missiles, the radical, anti· the opposition Social Democratic
nuclear Greens Party boycotted the Purty, trade unions and the Greens.
swcaring-in of Chancellor Helmut who are committed to opposing the
Britain proposed aq additional 50 Kohl's new Cabinet.
deployment wih a campaign of tax
cent-a-barrel cut ill its North Sea Greens leader Petra Kelly and the and hunger strikes.
crude oil prices Wednesday in a group's 26 other lawmakers stood
move analysts said should stabilize up and walked out of Parliament as
world oil prices and prevent a new Kohl's 16 ministers took their oath
showdown with OPEC.
of office. The Greens made a similar
The restrained .British response to gesture tuesday when Kohl was
the Organization of Petroleum Ex- sworn in as chancellor.
potting Countries' decision earlier NATO. supported by Kohl, plans to
this month to slash its base oil price station 572 new cruise and Pershing·
WASHINGTON- Under pressby $5 to $29 a barrel means a global 2 middle range rockets in Europe- ure from allies to ease his aU-oroil price war probably will be be most in Germany - beginning De- nothing negotiating stand, President
averted.
cember if no agreement is reached at Reagan called Wednesday for an inBritish National Oil Corp. offered the Geneva disarmament talks be- terim reduction in the number of
to further lower its North Sea ben- tween the United States and the Soviet and U.S. intermediate-range
chmark crude to $30 a barrel from Soviet Union.
missiles in Europe.
February's proposed $30.50 price·.
"When it comes to intermediate
Kohl himself praised President
Britain's other less desirable Nonh Reagan's latest interim proposal to nuclear missiles in Europe, it would
Sea oil would be reduced by 75 cents reduce medium-range missiles and be better to have. none than to have
a barrel.
appealed to the Soviets to stop stall- some.'' Reagan said. "But. if there
BNOC sent telexes to some 60 ing in the Geneva talks and reach an must be some, it is better to have few
customers, who have until April 8 to agreement.
than to have many."
reply to the proposal. If accepted.
Kohl said the proposal Reagan
Reagan said he sought "to subBritain's new prices would be re- submitted in. Geneva Tuesday had stantially reduce these forces to
troactive to March 1.
been agreed on in the Western equal level on both sides," but he
"The British action indicatcs that alliance and provides the framework did not propose specific numbers.
both BNOC and the British govern- for "dynamic negotiations."
He left that to the Soviets. who rement would very much like to sec
The anti-nuclear leaders revealed ceived the proposal Thursday from
OPEC's new price l!grcement hold details of their plans for more than U.S. anns control negotiator Paul
and not get into a pricing struggle 90 marches and demonstrations over Nitzc in Geneva.
with OPEC," said Alvin Silber, the holiday weekend, which promp·
When asked during a furewell
analyst at Dean Witter Reynolds ted British cotnmandant in West ceremony later for visiting Zambian
ln.c. in New York.
Berlin, Maj .. Gcn. David Mo·styn, to President Kenneth Kaunda if he had
"It appears that ail oi I price break ban all marches near military inreceived any reaction from the
is not going to happen because too stallations in his sector, which in· Soviets, Reagan said, "No.' •
many interested parties-including eludes an important U.s. radar base.
In the first Soviet reaction, a comthe British government - want to
The West Berlin ban. Which a mentary in the government newsstabilize world oil prices."
spokesman described as "routine:' paper Izvestia charged Reagan had
Non-OPEC Britain, the third follows peace group threats to sought a plan that could be "un·
largest U.S. foreign oil supplier. blockade the Teufelsberg mountain a~ceptable for the Soviet Union und
produces about 2.2 million barrels a radar base in the British sector of the appeal to tht\ public at the same
day..
.
divided city, as well as other U, S, time" so it could go ahead with its
In February Britain set the stage bases and arsenals in West Get· own deployment without losing
for a pricing free-for-all when it many.
good will.
offered to reduce its oi I by $3 to
Demonstrations and tallies arc
Reagan's proposal shifts the
$30.50 a barrel. Nigeria broke ranks planned for every major West Ger- emphasis from reducing missile
with OPEC and lowered its similar man city underthe slogans "No new launchers to reducing the number of
high-quality crude by $5 .50 to $30 a nuclear weapons here" and "Dis· warheads permitted to each side and
barrel, forcing the cartel to roll back armament Is the issue of the hour,'' would cover intermediate-range
prices in a bid to head off a world oil peace movement spokesmen said at missiles throughout the world rather
price collapse.
news conferences in Bonn at1d than only those trained on Europe.

Demonstrations Planned
Protesting U.S. Military

•: Britain Plans
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To Cut Price
Of Crude Oil
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Reagan Eases
Missile Stance

It .gets do~n to what you want to do and what you
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson and you cando it-handle all the
work college demands and still have time to enjoy
college life.
You can dramatically increase your reading speed··
today and that's just the start. Think of the time,
the freedom you'd have to do the things you want
to do. For twenty years the ones who get ahead

have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read
for today's active world~fast, smooth, efficient.
Don't get left behind beca1.1se there was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically
increase your reading speed .and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free
lesson. Make the college life the good life. With
Reading Dynamics you can do it.

Schedule Of FREE LESSONS
Today MAR. 31 2:00pm 4:30pm 7:00pm
fGeology Building Rm. 247)

Friday APRIL 1 Noon 2:30pm 5:00pm
(Student Union Building Rm. 251 C·D·E)
Loeatlon:
University of New Mexlc:o
campus.
see schedule at
.riCiht for buildings,
rooms and tJmes.
"

saturday APRIL 2 10:aoam 12:SOpm
CStudent Union Building Rm. 2!1 C·D•EJ

FINAL 3 DAYS!
SEATING IS
LIMITED, SO
PLEASE PLAN
ON AWENDINC THE
EARLIEST POSSIBLE
LESSON!

l'il!!~
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Torn Posters Hurt GLSU

--Commentary--

---Opinion---

Raise Age-old Questions
About New Intervention

Vippie Devel_oping
New Business Be-ln

Ticket salcs'ta the Gay and Lesbian Student Union's springtime dance, 8
p.m. to midnight Saturdny, arc not going well because "someone keeps
tearing down our posters," said GLSU President William Padilla.
Harassment in the fonn of tearing down or covering up GLSU posters has
been a problem all semester, said Jolm Fc.llin. secretary/treasurer or GLSU.
"It has increased with the Associated Students of the University of New
Mexico's election campaigning," Fellin said. "Our posters are being covered by poster~ supporting AS UNM political candidates."
"The increase might be because we support certain ASUNM c:mdidatcs. ''
he said.
"The dance is a fund-raiser," Padilla said. "We receive almost no money
from the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico's budget.
When I became president (of GLSU) there was no money. I would like to
le.ave a couple hundred dollars in the bank for next year."
GLSU is an organization for the gay or lesbian student. It trys to reach the.
gay and lesbian population through bimonthly meetings, posters and ads in
the University newspaper. GLSU recently initiated a mailing cumpaign to
inform students on their mailing list of activities and services for homosexuals.
"Disc jockey Cheri Lee from (radio station) KANW will be spinning
records," said GLSU President William Padilla. "Hors d'ocuvrcs will be
served and alcohol can be purchased."
The cover charge is $3, Tickets can be purchased at the GLSU office,
Student Union Building, Room 215; Full Circle Books, 2205 Silver Ave.
S.E.; or at the door. For more information, call 277-6739.

By Mark Michnovicz

By Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer

By Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer
WASHINGTON- Fifteen years ago, in the aftermath of the Tet
Offensive, newly-appointed Defense Secretary Clark Clifford began
an intensive review of America's involvement in Vietnam,
Today, the United States finds itself at the crossroads of another
military adventure- this time in El Salvador. But there seems to be at
least one distressing difference: No one in Ronald Reagan's C<Jbinet
is asking the kinds of questions that Clifford asked.
Instead, the administration is making an all-out effort to win $60
million in "emergency" military aid and more "advisers" for the
embattled Salvadoran government.
Luckily, questioners abound on both sides ofthe aisle in Congress.
One of them, Sen. Christopher Podd (D-Conn.), doubts that a country
burdened with continuing atrocities against humanity, a corrupt,
divided military and crippled economic reforms can rejuvenate itself
politically.
Before dropping another bundle on that country, Dodd insists,
lawmakers must determine Whether the $1 billion they've spent so far
has brought Salvadorans any closer to peace and prosperity.
While the administration has a few tricks at its disposal (it could
"raise" the emergency funds through procedural means that require,
at most, congressional committee approval), a month-to-month policy for El Salvador will only assure heated debate on Capitol Hill.
Ronald Reagan may fear tough congressional restrictions on further aid. But the sooner he and Congress agree on the non-military
alternatives in El Salvador, the-_ more easily America will get out of its
mess.
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Highway Has Twist
Thank God there aren't too many Petlef H. Kurpanek types running
around twisting around the things I say and misrepresenting my
intent; I never said thatl was against highways or that we don't need
improvements in our state highways; I only stated that the environ·
mental impact of the current construction is unnecessary and unpleasant.
The fact is, Mr. Kurpanek, that my father owns and runs the second
largest road construction company in the state of Pennsylvania (not
counting the state company) and I have personal experience with the
industry.
An important aspect of road building is indeed safe, easy-to-use
highways, but another important consideration is roads that blend
well with its surroundings. A road is only a means to an end, it should
not ruin the area it travels through. A good book Mr. Kurpanek might
be interested in looking at is Design With Nature by lan L McHarg
(Doubleday Press).
As far as Mr. Kurpanek's problem with losing his lane to other
drivers, I suggest he simply slow down, we'll all get there sooner or
later, maybe. I have a book on defensive driving he mightalsowantto
read. Personally I don't sympathize, since I feel that the highway
should be temporarily turned into a one-lane while the existing one is
rebuilt. It might mean that drivers might need to slow down, but I
think most people are mature enough to handle that.
I'll bet Mr. Kurpanek gets a real thrill offthe "safe" highway section
near the Candleria exit, where the entrance blends so well with the
highway traffic.
I still hold that the destruction to the landscape is unnecessary and
unethical in a tourist state, and reiterate my condemnation.
Craig S. Webb

For the last two years, Rubin has been throwing his Wednesday
evening get-togethers to provide, in his words, "a social environment
in which to do business." After a brief stint as a Wall Street marketing
director, Rubin now helps other young professionals promote themselves, make business contracts and find success. Networking
"salons," he explains, are a "business be-in,"
Indeed, a certain career-consciousness pervaded the club when we
visited last week for Business Networking's second anniversary
salon. Men and women, most under 40, sported business cards pin•
ned to their suits (mostly gray flannel). Some actively worked the
crowd, passing o.ut promotional material; others, such as one man
selling legal insurance, made their pitches from the dimly-lit sidelines.
After several hours, we learned that good networkets don't bother
with conversation. They just introduce themselves and hastily
arrange a meeting to the following week. "Make two' lunch dates at
every salon," Rubin's networking guide counsels.
Not surprisingly, the merger of fun and profit is an awkward one.
Some networkers smile bravely but are too shy to speak; others strike
up conversations as if they'd known you for years.

---Letters--Editor:

New York- Every now and then, we've contemplated throwing a
party for 10 friends, stipulating that each guest bring another 10
people. Every time, we've rejected the idea, fearful that any gathering
of complete strangers would prove disastrous,
·
. In New York City, however, someone has found a way to make it
work. Every Wednesed<Jy night, about 1,500 complete strangers pay
$8 each to meet one another and exchange phone numbers at Manhattan's Studio 54. It's called "Business Networking," produced and
directed by that notorious Yippie, Jerry Rubin.
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Like the sponsors of mora memorable French salons, Rubin mixes
the commonplace with the offbeat to create a unique evening. Every
week, hourly demonstrations of "Yoga-robics" vie with exhibits of
computer-aided design. A tuxedoed Rubin marked the second
anniversary with balloons, a 6-foot birthday cake and a recitation of
marriages spawned and business deals cut because of networking.
To be sure, Rubin's brainchild has some salient features. According
to Valery Lasher, a financial planner who was making her fourth
appearance, the salon offers business women a rare chance to meet
people in other fields. (The need for an "old girls' network" was
echoed repeat by other womem.)
And for Arthur Hersch, a veteran of 25 salons, networking has
uncovered six lucrative clients for his printing firm. "I've got no time
to canvas at work, but here you can keep talking all night," he said.
Despite success stories, many men and women likened the salon to
a glorified singles bar. "It's hilarious," said one Australian woman,
who said she was propositioned twice within the first hour. "This is
pick-up city."
Added a caterer working for the first time, "I feel as if I'm at a dance.
I've collected a couple of cards that might lead somewhere, but I'm
not sure .of its (the salon's) value."

Miclmc\ A,

DECISIONS TIME: UNM students take time out to vote for the candidates they want in the
ASUNM student government.

Interstate Dispute Continues
WASHINGTON (UP I) - Attorneys for Texas and New Mexico
urged the U.S. Supreme Court
Wednesday to break a 14-year im·
passe over water from the Pecos
River, but disagreed on how to do it.
"We have two completely different ideas of what the court's role

should be in interstate compact. disputes," said Charlotte Uram, New
Mexico special assistant attorney.
The impasse comes because
Texas and New Mexico hold the
only two voting seats on the Pecos
River Commission, which for 34

Hospital---continued from page 1
"We started. weather-wise. at the
worst time of the year," he said. He
said the hospital foresees an increase
in the need for hclicoptcrscrvicc in
the•coming months.
Jenson said other cases were rejected because ground crews or an
airplane service could provide the·
medical help.
"Lifeguard" can transport two
critically injured people, a pilot and
two medical attendants within a 175·
mile radius of the UNM Hospital.
The service is designed to give
emergency medical help to areas a
plane or ground service cannot
reach.
Jenson said the service "is doing

well. We're finding a need for it."
The service is designed to be used
when time is of the essence in a
medical emergency.
"Lifeguard" has flown to other
hospitals in the city, Jenson said the
hospital "always intended for the.
program to be a statewide. citywide
service thatall hospitals could usc.''
The helicopter can reach about 90
percent of the state. It cannot fly in
falling snow or in weather conditions where the pilot cannot see the
ground.
Jenson said 50 percent of the missions the helicopter made in January
was for burn and trauma victim~.
Another 25 percent was cardiological and neurological emergencies.

years has administered the river that
starts in New Mexico and flows
down through arid West Texas to the
Rio Grande.
For the past 14 years, Texas and
New Mexico have disagreed on how
muc.h New Mexico has shor.
changed its downstream neighbor
and what method should be used to
divide the river's water.
The special master appointed to
hear the case- Jean S. Breiten·
stein of Denver- has suggested
the third. commissioner, appointed
by the president, be granted a vote.
New Mexico objects, saying that
would violate the compact.
During arguments Wednesday,
the associate justices grilled the
attorneys on whether the high court
has jurisdiction to resolve the issues
arising from the 34-year-old Pecos
River Compact and if the neighboring states ever would be able to agree
on their own.
''Don't we have to declare this
compacJ unenforceable?" Justice
Thurgood Marshall asked. "I don't
sec how we can act under the compact. Get rid of the compact, and I
can see it."

Unfortunately, after two years Rubin has had trouble maintaining
what he calls the ''quality" of his salons. Apparently, while many
fascinating people attend once, not all return. Meanwhile, to issue
6,000 new invitations each week to attract "the most interesting
people," as Rubin does, is a project doomed to diminishing returns.
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Today's Events
Tb< UNM Commltt.. on Asian Studl<5 will
·sponsor a .SO minute mulli-medla presentadOn titled.
'•The Chinese Eye; Traditional Thought·Form$ and
Attitudes." at 7:30 p.rrt, today In Woodward Hall,
room 101. The program Is produced and presented by
Dr. Mayton Hepp, Emerilus prpfessor or philosophy
at Denison University. The programdepicls the world
from the vJewpoint of traditional Chinese c:lllture.
The SuO Dlnte Club meets ThurSday evenings in
the SUD, room 250 C and D~ The club focuses on
simple dances using songs and chants from major
world rcllgio11S. No c:xcrienc:e necc'>sary. More in·
formation Is available at268·5743 or2l'-2065.

lnkr·Varslty Chrlsdao FrUowlhlp meets at 7 p.m.
Thursday:s in the .Humanities Bulldlna. toom 108,._
Everyone Welcome.

The UNM Cll•pfer of Albllquerque Mouacatd
Racue wiD meet at ?:30 p.m. today in the top Jounse
oftbeSUB. All interested persons Invited toattrnd.
The s..daaey Group, for alcoholics onl)', meets at
noon Thursdays at theNewmanCenler'.

The Graduate Sladeallln Anthrop1DIY Mll present
a colloquium by Dr. James F. O'Connel~ of the
University of Utah, on uevotutlanary EcOlogy and
the Alyawara Aborislnes of Auslraliau at 3:30 p.m.
today in-the AitibrOPOIOi.Y ·auildirili_ room 163, Ali
lntertsled persons arc Invited to ai:Uend.
Men Aplast R•PI! will
the SUB, room231E.

·m~t

at 3:30p.m. today in

Native A.merlta.n Christian feDowahlp will meet at i
p.m. today in the SUB, room 230. 8\leryone
welcome.
Alpha Phi Ome1a will sponsor the lhird annual
April Fool'• Bedrace. Beds will be provided and local
media will be a tll.a= event, Slgn·ups arc todily at the
Alpha Phi Omega table: from 'If a.m. to noon or
F1·iday on tbc north sidcofll•e SUB.

Friday's Events
A. Department l)f Chembtey Colloquium will
feature Kenneth J, Klabunde. professor and head of
the depanment or chemistry, Kansas Slate University, who will ~peak on 11 Rcactivity Compat"i.mns
Between Metal Atoms _and Cluster at 1~1'~0 Degrees
Celcius. A Trip Acrosslhe Perioc!lcTable, •• at 3 p.m.
.Friday in the ch.:mhtry bulldinKt rOom 101.

Cradu1te Studelll Auodadoa Prealderillal C•n-

dhlltes will be at an informal gathering .from 3 to 4
p.m. Friday in lhc Ortega Lounge, third floor. All
graduate students welcome.
The UNM Ballroom 'D•nCE Club will .sponsor a
Bunny Hop Dance (rom 7:30 to 9:30p.m. Friday at
tht- Casa Del Sol, downstairs Jn the SUO,

1be PhUo1opby Clab will present Nicholas Crofts,
of the_ UN.,M phllo$ophy department 1 who WiU I)relent
a paper titll:d "'The Pour-fold Roots
VIolence: A
MultJ.Petspec~ivallsi Dilemma" at 3!30 J'•in· in tbe
Philosophy Library. Refteihmcnt WiD be stned at 3
p.m. in the PhilosOphy Lounge. Everyone welcome.

or
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WHEREALLTHE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

'' BtU\Nif)l ''

Thursday, April28- Subscriber's Night-8:15PM
Remaining Tickets: $20, $16
ASUNM/GSA Students Vz Price
Friday, April29- 8:15PM
$23,$20,$16
No Discounts

On/Vane of these pens
is thin enougll
to draw the linebelow.

ACLOApreseiltsthe
great musical hit

H.·EL.L.o. DO·· L.LV

Tonight thru Saturday: 8:15PM/ Sunday 2:15PM
For Reservations Telephone 345-6577
Saturday, April9-8:15 PM I Sunday, April 10· 2:15PM
Southwest Ballet Company
Presents

The ne.vest Innovation in writing is the Pilot
Precise rolling baH pen. It Writes ex~ra thin
and extra smooth because of Its m1cro ball
and needle·Uke stainless steel collar. A
· unique pen at a uniquely
. .
,_;~
affordable price.
__ - -~-~.il
Only$1.19... --,.'"-"'" ~--~
~---~· ~·
.. ~Oi#l '''."" •..
" . .?.' -

~-.

-•. ~

,•

[PILOT)Q[~cise
.. ,'Ttlt!·(OIIng bal pen that~· thin wrttJng.

•- - - · - - - · -

Medldae,u a ·motivational

workshop program,. wilt be held May 23·27~ More
infcirilii.tion and applications may be obtain-ed by
writing •~Motivational Wotksbop Program,'' S1udent
Atralrs Office, Basic Science MedicaiBuUdlns, room
106, Albuquerque. N.M.j 87131 or by taltlnj Laura
Silva,I\1WP Coordinator, at 2774654 or277·2728,

Tickets Now Available For

Yet if his guiding theory is correct- that the 1980s is "the decade of
achievement"- Rubin may soon have saldhs in other cities. Chronic
career orientation has led some younger Americans to do anything in
the interset of self-promotion. Besides, the ingenious concept of a
"business salon" .sanctions mixing work with play.
. And, most people will try anything once.

per aeadcmic VMr. Second class postage Jjaid at _Albuquerque. New Me)(ico 87131.
The opinions exwessed on lha editorial pages of the New MeXIco Dally Lob_o are those Of the
,!iuthor-solely. Unsigned opinion ts that of the editor and reflects the editorial policy of .thEJ paper,
but does not ·necessarily represent the. ·viewS ·of the members of the Dallv Lobo staff.
Letters SUbmission Polley: Letters to ihe editor must be typed, ·do·uble·Spaced and no· more
'than 100 words. Atl malled•ln letters must be- signed by the authOr and include address and
telephone number, No names will bowithheld. The Oai/yLobodo~snotguarantee publlcatltm
and Will edit falters for length and libelous·t·onten·t.

Announcements In Lip Se111lct ore pr/n.ted the day
(Jefore the evenl ond the day of the event on a space
avallabl• basu, Lip Servke Is available to all UNM
rton~pro}it organiuulr:ms. Forms /or Lip Service tan
be picked up In Marrolf Hal/1 room I 38~ and must be
turned in by I p.m. the day prior to publlcotlon.

• 8. 11
Pop8J0Y
8

NfWMfXICo--------~~----~

Dai

G~H-:go~

CINDERELLA
With the
NEW MEXICO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Tickets: $12, $10,$8
Discounts: Students, Seniors, Children 12 and under
Telephone 277~3121

I I
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Bea Capelli's Finger on Pulse of Fine Arts College

Bears Abuse Five Lobo Pitchers in 19-14 Slugfest

In I 947. Be a Cappelli moved
from New York City to Albuquerque on Thursday, interviewed for a
secretarial position in the University
of New Mexico's lift department on
Friday, and started taking dict<1tion
in the chairman's office on Monday.
Since then, Cappelli has made her
way as a roving secretary or administrative coordinator for almost every department and division in the
College of Fine Arts.
Current administrative coordinator for the college, Cappelli has
served four consecutive college
deans and has witnessed the .creating
oi'UNM's Fine Arts Center- from
the blueprint stage when she ~irst
arrived,. to the placement of the fmal
stone in the theater section in 1973.
For most people, that migllt be
enough service in one institution to
last a lif1!time. But Cappelli .isn't
quite sure. She says with a smile she
keeps "waiting for things to get

dull" before she bids her final
farewell.
But the vivaci.ous, dedicated
coordinator, who refers to the college departments as her ''children,''
concedes that life in the College of
Fine Arts is far from dull.
She says, however, she's now beginning to "phase out," a process
that could take months, maybe a
year.
As administrative coordinator for
Dean Donald C. McRae, she serves
as a consultant to the dean in the
areas of budgeting, staff personnel,
affirmative action and college activities. In a broader sense, Cappelli
has her fingers on the pulse of <tlrnost
every major issue and function in the
college and has the experience to
interpret and assess matters of importance.
Consequently, those who depend
upon Cappelli every day describe
her with such adjectives as "invaluable" and "indispensable."
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In response to that evaluation,
Cappelli says, "Now, honestly, we
all know that we can be replaced.
But ifl wanted to be vain,'' she adds
with a wink and a smile, "I could
say that my thumbprint is on a Jot of
procedures in the college."
Instead of vanity, her remark is a
simple statement of fact, akin to a
mother's pride of successful
offspring.
In addition to serving the College
of Fine Arts, Cappelli has managed
office procedures, at one time or
another, for the <trt deparrnent,
music department, the University art
museum, the world-famous T<trnarind Institute of lithography, .the
Slide Library, and even the College
of Education in 1951, after a year of
absence to advance the career of her
husband, Vince; UNM's current
baseball coach.
Cappelli has served also on a
number of UNM committees, and
now represents staff members in the
area of education on the personnel
advisory committee, of which she
was chairwoman for three years.
The members advise the administration on employee policies and
have been instrumental in affecting
change in such important, and sometimes controversial, areas as the ern·
ployee handbook and vacation practices.

In summarizing all her service to believes arts classes should be
UNM, Cappelli says, "the thing ''more than electives" for .college
that's been most exciting for me is to students and that arts should be.
see how the College of Fine Arts has stressed more in the University's regrown and to have been a part of that quired curriculum.
growth.
"The fine arts have an even more
"When I first carne here, Mr. important part in people's lives to(Torn) Popejoy was the comptroller. day. As we head toward an automaIn fact, he interviewed me for the tic, push-button society, we need to
job."
bring this richness into our lives."
UNM's enrollment was 3,300
students, compared to the current
The people Cappelli has met
t<tlly of23,000. Cappelli remembers
throughout the years in the College
setting up chairs in the Fine Arts of Fine Arts also have made her stay
Center foyer for concerts before at UNM rewarding and stimulating.
Popejoy Hall was added in 1966.
With a tone of respect and dedicaBefore Rodey Theater was completed in 1973, Cappelli says, thea- tion, she remembers the deans she
ter students suffered some incon- • served prior to Dean McRae: John
veniences performing in the old D. Robb, Edwin Stein and Clinton
Rodey, which was behind Hodgin Adams.
Hall.
''Working with each man has
Interest in students and in the arts
been unique and exciting. I'm glad
is one reason for Cappelli's con= to have had the opportunity to work
tinuous job enjoyment and satisfacwith so many fine people throughout
tion. In fact, her aspirations as a the years."
young woman were pointed in the
direction of the arts.
Reading a mental list of outstand"My earliest dream in life.;, says ing faculty members she has known.
the grandmother of twins and Cappelli makes sure to i ndude
mother of two sons. "was to be a teachers from each department in the
fashion designer. But I got sidet- fine arts. But, on second thought,
rucked by a typewriter."
she's sure she's forgotten someone
Cappelli has nurtured her creative and says she really shouldn't mentalents by taking UNM classes in art tion any one person because she'd be
and design, music and theater. She excluding so many others.

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S TEN BEST"
~

Vincent Canbv, New York Times
Andrew Sarris, Village Voice
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Friday-Thursday, April1-7
(Sat, Sun. Mat: 3:15,5:15}
7:15,9:15
Coming Next: COME BACK TO THE FIVE

umredArt•stscrassiCs

THE: GUILD
1ULANE&AMHERST255·3050

AND DIME JIMMY DEAN, JIMMY DEAN

ASUNM Film Committee presents

Marilyn Monroe Week
ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR Bea Cappelli of the College of Fine Arts reflects on her
many years of service at UNM.
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Southwest Missouri State pounded l'ivc New Mexico pitchers for 22
hits and posted a 19-14 win over the
Lobos Wednesday afternoon at
Lobo Field.
The Lobos, now 19- I S-1 on the
year, were no slouches lit the plate
themselves, racking Bear starter
Scott Middleton for 16 hits and 14
runs in five-und-one-third innings.
But SMS reliever Scott Prina held
UNM to one hit in the Just three
innings to preserve the win.
UNM was down 4-0 before batting as Alvin Hamilton drilled a twonm triple to left field and Kevin
Paulsell followed with a two-run
home run. The visitors extended
their lead to I 5-0 by racking Lobo
starter Brian Kubala, who was pitch-

ing despite a broken bone in his
glove hand, and reliever James
Smith for 12 hits in three innings,
The Lobo pitchers also allowed five
walks in the three frames.
After being chewed out by Lobo
assistant Coach Larry Jaster, who
lost his first game as a 111llllagcr af'tcr
posting three wins in Vince Cappel! i 's absence, New Mcx ico responded by scoring in the third
through seventh innings. including
eight tallies in the sixth inning. The
Lobos had a chance to tic the game in
the sixth, but Prinagot Larry Harrison to fly out to center field to end
the rally.
The Lobos and Bears will meet in
a doubleheadcrtoday at I p.m. in the
Albuquerque Sports Stadium.

Fresno Bulldogs
Capture NIT Title
"-1JdJ,ld A

NEW YORK (UPI) - Ber- Bradley missed the front end of a
nard Thompson scored a game- 1-and-1, giving DePaul a chance
high 24 points, including a cru- to take the lead. Embry missed a
cial 3-point play in the final two shot for the Blue Demons.
minutes, to lift Fresno State to a however, Fresno State's Ron
69-60 victory over DePaul Anderson rebounded and fired up
Wednesday night in the 46th court to Bradley, who fed
National Invitation Tournament Thompson to set up his 3-point
play.
championship game.
DePaul, which .finished 21- I 2,
Anderson finished with 14
was playing in its third NIT
points, Barmore added l 2 and
championship game and first
since winning its only NIT title in Mitch Arno.ld had II for Fresno
State. Bernard Randolph led De1945. It was Fresno State's first
Paul with 13 points. Tyrone Corappearance in the nation's oldest
bin and Kenny Patterson scored
basketball tournament.
12 each and Walter Downing
Thompson scored a layup offa
added 11.
fast break and was fouled by J?c·
DePaul jumped to a 10-2 lead
Paul's Marty Embry with I :57
with Patterson and Corbin scorremaining and hit the subsequent
ing four apiece, but the Bulldogs
foul shot for a 59-55 lead. It was
battled back a 17-16 lead on an
the Bulldogs' biggest lead of the
Anderson layup with 9: 16 left in
game until that point.
After DePaul's Tony Jackson the half.
The lead changed h<tnds five
hit a free throw to make it 59·56
more times in the half until Patwith I :40 remaining. Fresno
terson's driving layup with four
State scored 8 straight points seconds remaining gave the Blue
from the foul line for a 67-56 lead
Demons their halftime lead.
with 28 seconds remaining.
DePaul, which advanced to the
DePaul Jed 30-29 at the half
but Thompson, a 6-foot-6 junior finals with a 68-58 triumph over
forward, opened the second half Nebraska despite shooting 37
with a 3-point play for a 32-30 percent from the floor, hit just II
lead. The lead changed hands of 36 first-half shots for a 30 pereight more times in the second cent total.
Fresno State. an 86-62 winner
half until two free throws by Dcsi
Barmore put Fresno State. 25-10. over Wake Forest in the semifinahead 52-5 I with 6:43 re- als,. was l 3-of-27 from the field
in the opening half, but made just
maining.
With the Bulldogs ahead 56- 3-of-7 free throws in the opening
55, Fresno State guard Tyrone half.

Are Cougars Like 1980 Cards?
LOUISVILLE, J(y. (UPI)The top-ranked Houston Cougars
have the look of Louisville's 1980
NCAA championship "Doctors of
Dunkenstein, '' .senior Rodney
McCray of the second-ranked
Louisville Cardinals said
Wednesday.
'• Houston reminds me of the I 980
(Louisville) team,'· he answered
when asked by reporters to describe
the Cougars (30-2), who meet the
Cardinals (32-3) Saturday evening
in the NCAA Final Four semifinals
in Albuquerque.
"They run well- especially
their center.'' added the 6-foot-7
McCray, who was wearing a red
windbreaker and red and gold USC
baseball cap.
McCray, his 6-9 brother Scooter
McCray and 6-8 center Charles
Jones will draw the crucial assignment of confronting a muscular
Houston front line anchored by 7foot Akeern Abdul Olijuwon.
"It looks like their whole starting
five can run," said an admiring
Rodney McCray. who has averaged
I I. I points and 8.5 rebounds this

1n Albuquerque, real cowboys go

Bus Stop
Thursday Night 7:00, 9:30
New Mexico Student Union Theatre
undergraduates $2.00/graduates< public $2.50
SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance

Tomorrow Night: The Seven Year Itch!

to the Palomino Club to do their partying. This westside club has a
down-home atmosphere that no
other club in town offers, says coowner Kenny Romero.
"The people who come here are
real cowboys and not just playing
the role," he says, "and we won't
kick them out for wearing a hat like
some of the other Sb-catled coU11try
and western clubs downtown."
Although the club caters to the
cowboy, Romero says some of his

music ~ Ricky Skaggs style,''
Romero says, "and I believe we are
the only club in town offering this
particular type of music."
The Palomino Club also offers
one of the longest happy hours in
town.
''Our happy hour is from 4:30 to 8
every
night, and all night on MonAnother reason the club draws
customers is because of the music days, with 25 cents ladies' drinks
and two-for-one beer. The beet botand entertainment offered there.
"For the week of the NCAA fin· tles are long-necked and made with
als the Hatch Brothers Band will be heavier glass, which, in my opinion,
playing their up-tempo modern makes the beet taste better'"
.
hardcore country and western Romero says.
For the real cowboys and anyone
who likes country and Westen music
in a comforable and clean atmos./ phere, the Palomino Club, ofi Coors
Road just north of Interstate 40, is
the place to go.

The University of New Mexico
karate team did well individually at
the regional tournament in Santa Fe
this past weekend, placing second
by winning 22 awards.

Beth Martin won women's begin·
ning forms, and Carl Brasher took
third in brown belt sparring. Kathy

Bar Review

guard Darrell Griffith.
Scooter McCray played just three
games in the 1979-80 season because of a knee injury and was
rcshirted.
Although taller than his younger
brother, Scooter said his mother decided against having any more children when she had Rodney and
"saw .how big he was."
Scooter McCray has averaged 9. I
points and 6.5 rebounds a game, the
best since his freshman year.
Back to Rodney: have the freshmen asked what to expect in the
emotion-charged Final Four atn10sphere? Not yet, responded McCray,
who nevertheless said he expects
those questions when the team
reaches Albuquerque late Thursday
night.
"Everbody is relaxed- not
really nervous,'' McCray said.

Karate Team Takes 22

Storey Sorensen won the
women's advanced sparring and
placed second in forms. The men's
color belt heavyweight division was
swept by UNM with Jim Pcrrings
first, John Baker second, and Paul
Stanczyk third.

customers include bankers and
accountants, because they can come
in and have a good time withoutfeeling like a stranger.

Welcome NCAA

year. up slightly from the 9.6 point
and 7.4 rebound average of the 1980
championship year.
McCray said a portion of each
practice this week has been devoted
to trying to counter Houston's primary offense- which involves
trying to get the ball inside to its big
front line- "so we know what to
do."
Part of the Louisville strategy involves having its .long-armed high
leapers try to deny the ball. to the
inside players and, falling that, to
collapse on the inside ball handlerto
create turnovers.
"It should be an exciting game,"
McCray said."! think we match up
pretty well until we get to the center
spot."
McCray was named· to the I 980
ail-tournament NCAA team in Indianapolis Jed by "Dr. Dunkenstein"
himself. Louisville's All-America

New UNM black belt Mike Heister carne in second in black belt
heavyweight sparring. He lost to the
grand champion of the tournament,
George Pullen, by a 3-2 score.

Palomino Club on City's West Side:
The Place Where Real Cowboys Party
By Gec)rge Gorospe

(i.!lk~u~

SUPERMAN: Rick Ronquillo dives back to first base to beat an attempted pick-off throw
Tuesday as the Delaware Blue Hen first baseman reaches fQr the ball.

Monteil placed third in advanced
women forms and third in twoperson forms with Mary K. Phillips.
Other UNM karate students who
placed were Mike Gaillour. second
white beit forms: Dorine Chavez,
novice women forms: Cathy Davis.
second advanced women sparring:
Shauna Purdue, third junior women
forms: Paul Gonzales, second white
belt sparring.
UNM karate instructor Gary Pur·
due was awarded his fifth-degree
black belt by United States Karate
Association regional director Jim
Hawkes at the Police Athletic
League tournament the next day.
Purdue acted as chief arbitrator at
the regional tournalncnt, and was
pleased by his team's performances.

Netters To Face Titans
Who says the NCAA Final Four is
the only show in town?
The Lobo women ncttcrs take on

NORTH CAROLINA STATE players board a bus to their hotel. The players arrived in
Albuquerque fate Wed~esday night,

Lamar University today with matches beginning at 2 p.Jrt. at the LobtJ
1'ennis Club. Coach Horn says this
should be a very competitive nlatch
as Lamar r7sides in the heart of the
Texas tcnms belt.
The Lobo women hope to have an
• , ~Pti!.Fo.ols jo~f!, i,n, ~WI!. (qr, P.rlll

Roberts University at 9 a.m. FI'idny.
Last ycat the Lobos squeaked by the
Titans, but the UNM squad is
"ready to roll over them" even
though Oral Roberts is a much·
improved team this year.
On Saturday the Lady Nettcrs will
meet New Mexico Military Institute
and conference foe Colorado State.
The Lobo wometl have been working hatd on mell!<tl consistency and
•• ~~ql.\1~ ~f! ,I'Cl!QY. fq((~lltilU(iy',s,play.
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UON'T PAN ICI M".

Mtln~hle

will be reopening In
ho~rs and a fan·
415
tastic new menu.
FIU:Sil SQUEEZEI) ORANGE juice at NM Union
Food Ila7.uar.
3/3 I
WORD PROCESSING FOR papers, etc. $2.50 per
page wtone edit. Cull821-()(i42 eves/weekends. 4/5
GOLD OR SILVER·plated !louble-neck guitar pins.
Over 2", excellent detail. Only $3,50. Specify color(s)
and plating. Torn Martinez, .P.O. l.lox23291, Albuq.
87192.
4/4
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/charl$/grap!ts in
my home. Call the Other Office. 8114-6564,
418
A·lTYI'IST. TERM papers, resumes. 299·8970.
4/29
TYPIST ON CAMpUS. Sense of humor, some
genius. 242·3093.
411
TYPING (IBM SEJ.EC'fRIC), 255·3337,
4/18
PRQf'ESSIONAL TYPING BY English/MA editor.
Vast experience w/dlssertations, papers, Editing
available, 256-0916,
4/1
TYPING. LOMAS·TitAMWAY area. Experienced.
Reasonable. 299·1355.
519
COMPLirrE WRI1'1NG AND. edilorinl services. Call
J&B Associates, 242·5141.
4/1
GUITAR L~:SSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals, Marc's Oultar Cenl~r. 143 Harvard SE. 265·
33JS.
tfn
VJcrORIA'S WORD SMITHY: Wgrd processing,
typing, Call Vickie any time. 8ZI-4812.
4/!
TV PING TERM PAPERS. Reasonable charge. 299·
1240.
4/1
BEU,Y D.ANCE. SPRING classes with "NEJMA."
265·0325.
415
AAA t'AST, ACCURATE Typing. 299·1554, 3/31
i\CCURATE JNFORMAnoN ABOUT con·
traceptlon, sterilization, abonion. Right To Choose,
~.94·0 17!.
tfn
CONTAC{S.POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS, Prescription eyeglas$
frames. Greenwich VIUage (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. SS4.SO (regular $65.00). Pay Less. Opticians,
5019 Mennul N.ll., across (rom LaBelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING 4 counseling, .Phone 247" •
9819.
tfn

its new locption soon with longer

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Says It All
Selling your car? Someone
special's birthday? Spread
the news in the classifieds.
131 Marron Hall. Deadline is
1 p.m. the day before it is to

4. Housing
HOUSEMATE; SHARE 1WO·level townhouse,
Four Hills area. Tennis, pool, gym. Non-smoker,
neat, responsible. $250 pius ~ utilities, 298-0002.
4/4
WANTED: ROOMMi\TE, 1WO bedroom, nor·
theast of campus. $187 per month, semi-furnished.
Call Dean 883·6772.
4/1
UNM GOLF COURSE. Three bedrooms, two bath,
fireplace, den, dishwasher, basement, double garage,
$350, 266·5528 Data.
4/4
i\ BI.OCK TO UNM, One·bdrrn furnished apt.
Utilities included. $250. 268·052$.
4/7
ONE BEDROOM: 1WO short blocks from UNM
Nprth GlllfCourse, $170, utilities included. 256-0316
early mornings or evenings.
4/5
IIOUSEMi\TE WANTED.: EXCELLENT location
near UNM. Washer, dryer, $115 plus utilities. 2567127,898-8730.
.
4/S
1WO BLOCKS FROM law and medical schools,
Two-bedroom house, no pets, $400 per month, water
paid. 268·2845, 255·1098.
415
UNFURNISHED. .i\PARTMENTS FOR rent:
townhouse apartment for rent. UNM area,
$295/month, washer-dryer hookup. Cllaney
Investment .Realty 884·7338, 345·3035,
3/31
WALK TO CAMPUS! Two .bedrooms, new carpets
and appliances, $195, utllitle~ free. 266-5528 Data.
4/4
UTJLJnES FREE. ONE bedroom, den, huge
modern kitchen, $125.266-5528 Data.
4/4
ROOMMATE WANTED, FJVE•mlnute walk from
UNM. Aprox. Sl60 a month including utilities,
Smokers welcome. Female preferred. Call 243•7539.
Already fully fUrnished. Must like dogs or at least
toleratethem.
4/1
PRIVATE FENCED. YARD, One plus bedroom,
den, deluxe kitchen, SilO. 266-SS28 Data.
4/4
FOR RENT: COZY tw()..bdrm hoU$e/apt. Only$195,
nice location, UNM area, private parking. Inquire
266.6872.
3/31
NORTHEAST OF CAMPUS. Two plus bedroom,
llh bath, fireplace, den, hright modern kitchen,
Sl9$. 266-.S$28 Data.
4/4

run.

1. Personals
SIII"U;Y- NOW IT'S your turnl Happy 20thl
Thanks for everything and have a great time tonight!
Love, Patricia(BlgSis).
3/31
OOlJG i\NI) Ni\TIIi\N, have a happy Easte.r, Love,
Jamie. t•.s. Don't he such strangers (or did someone
throw the keys away after they locked you two In your
cages'!).
3/31
TilE DROTIIERS OF .Lambda Chi would like to
wish the best of luck to all the new pledges of Zeta
Tau Alpha. We're looking forward to April28. 3/31
IIAPPY IIITII, BERNi\D.E'ITEI Love, your sis,
Chris.
3/Jl
GET A CLUE, Tl Delt's. Looking forward to the
exchange. We're going to have a bla1t, Lambda Chi
Alpha.
J/J.l
'flUS ONE IS for you, Ann G., so $11\ile. Today Is the
fif!l day ofthe rest of your lire! Luv yal J,J.
3/31
PLACE YOU~ PERSONi\L message to friends,
family, etc. In the classifleds. Only 11 cents per word
per day for four days or Jess, 12 cents per word per
day for five or mote consecutive days. 131 Marron
Hall. OcadHne: I p.m. of the business day before
insertion.
t(n

2. Lost & Found
LOST: GREEN WALU.I. Sentimental value.
Reward, lffound, call Linda 881·8802.
3/31
LOST; LADY'S JNVIcrA wristwatch 3/21/83
on/near campus area. Reward offered. 242·8159 ot
277-2961, Martha.
3/31
FOUNO: S'fUD.ENT J.D. belonging to Nina Ning
Chang. Claim at I31 Marron Hall.
3/31
CI.AIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

FOR RENT: F.FFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Oirard
N.t;., $210/mo., for one person, $230/rno. for 2
persons, all ulilltles paid, $150 security deposh. Fully
furnished·sec~rity locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I lledroorn
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities. paid. Oc.luxe
~i!chen with dishwasher and disposal, recreatfott
rporn, swimrnins pool, TV ronrn and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 152() University NE. 243·2494, tfn

S. ForSale
BI~NCHI "SUP.ER" 21 inch touring frame.
S11imano, Campe, Ul<ai, Saline, blah blall blah, and
all tile accessories. Damn near new, Ridden maybe.
ten miles, $425. D.ial265·0104.
4/1
PLANT SALE AT NM Union Mercado. 2" pot$ 79
cents, 4" pots $1. 79.
3/31
LANGE BANSHI SKI boots, !Wz, $125, Rossignol
stratos 195 em 560. Poles $15. 345..0753,
4/1
l~"lo OFF SWISS Army Knives. Kaufman's, A Real
Army-Navy Store, 504 YaleSE, 265·7777.
4/4
1975 FIAl' 131, top shape. 268.2037.
3/30
198Q HONDA CB12SS, great summer transportation,
900rniles, $700, 298·8197.
4/1
1981 CM400(:, WINDSHIELD, luggage rae!<, case·
savers, $1350. 294·3535.
4/5
FLIGHT JACKETS, FIELD. jackets and wool pants.
All genuine 01. Kaufman's, A Real Army·Navy
Store, 265·7777,
4/4
FIV.E NCAA Tlt::KETS. $800 or best offer for sitting
seats. Cal1277·4988 or 277-4771
4/1
1971 VW BUG. Runs weU, cneap transportation.
$750 or best offer•. 277·4376.
4/1
RAY BAN SUNGLASSES 25% off at Kaufman's, A
Real Army-Navy Store. 265·7777.
4/4
1980 VW !'ICKUP, custom snell, many extras.
$4800, 242·7931,
4/1

6. Employment
NEED

QU ALIF.IED
TVTOR
for
,..
. sociology - family .structure. functionalism. Cal~
266-8285.
4/1
CAREERS: MASS MARKET yours through
Operations Research Jnt'l job striltegy. Details toll
free 1·800.421·3217.
4/1
PART.TIME SALES, evenings/weekends. Will earn
$10/hrbysecond week. 268·1815/292-9029.
4/6
RECEPTIONISTS, SECRETARIES AND. other
office help needed now. 266·5528 Data.
4/4
APPLICATIONS BEING Ti\KEN for Conference
Aide, a work-study posiliQn on Nonh Campus. Must
be able to work summer. Light typing and good PR
skills necessary. Call277·3942 for an appointment.
4/1
WANTED.: PART·TJME, full·tlme distributors for
easy·to-sell Health Diet. No Investment. Retail sales
.and/or business opportunities available. Call 821·
4438 after 7 p.m. Ask for Dennis.
415
BRIGHT, ENTHUSii\STIC, D.EDJCATED.
graduate or under-graduate math, lliology, English,
chemistry, physics, engineering, computer and
science tutors needed. Must be work-study cleared or
eligible, For summer '83. Contact Bea at UNM

-SMALL

3. Services
READ\' f'OR SOMETHING different? Try
skydiving. Call 8774016, Albuquerque Parachute
Center.
4/29

..... ._-----~----~----:.,~
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UNM Board of Student Publications

.
wtt11 .$1.65..
coupon today
127 Harvard SE

APPLICATIONS

2 Slices of Cheese Pizza I
& A Large Soft Drink
I
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'JSAF FLIGHT JACKET
GENUINE 01

Is Now Accepting
for

EDITOR
of the 1983-84

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Applic~1nts must be undergraduate or graduate students enrolled at the

BLACK. SAGE GREEN,
CANK)UFLAGE,BLUE

$46.15 and up
..t ~tlFM4N'-•

.. WF..~T ~~
AAMY·NAVY GOODS
5()4 YAL£SE

265-7777

University of New Mexico in good academic standing in their respective
colleges. They must have becil students at tJNM fhr one full semester prior
to this semester attd have demonstrable experiehce it) journalism. The
term of office will run from April M, 198? into Aptil1984.
Applications ar£! available at the Student Publications business.office,rootl1
131 of Marron Hall, rrorn 8:00a.m. through 4:30 t>.rn. Monday through
l<'riday. Applications must be. completed and returned to the Stude11t
Publications business office by 2:00p.m. Friday ,Aprill,l983. The Board
will meet t<1 int('rview the applicants on Saturday, April 9.

Upward Bound Program, ~77·3506 at 2013 Mesa
VIsta Hall.
4/lS
.JOBS AVAILJ\BJ.EI SKIL{.ED. and unsklllecl, all
types and shirts. 266·5528 Data.
4/4
LABORERS ~ND CONSTR~C{ION help needed
now. 266-5528 Data.
4/4
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS needed hnme<liately for
Mountainside YMCA T·Ball league, Call Ron
Murphy 292-2298.
3/31
1\PPUCATIONS BEING TAKEN for positions at
the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the Jerne~ Moun·
talns. Need nurse, riding staff, counselors, handyman
.and kitchen Aides, .Cali 243·9581.
3/3.1
WORK.·ST~DY STUDENTS . needed for summer
employment at Mountainside YMCA. Need unit
directors and counselors, Call292·229.8,
3/31
BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC, D.ED..ICAT.ED.
graduate qr undergraduate math, biology, chemistry,
physics, engineering and computer science tutors
needed, Must be work-study cleared or eligible, For
.summer '.83. Contact Bea at UNM Upward Bound
Program, 277-3506, at2013 Mesa Vista Hall.
4/1
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Stores .at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
4/IS
CR~ISE SHIP JOBS! $14-$28,000. Carribean,
Hawaii, world. <;:all fpr guide, directory, newsletter.
1·916-722-111.1 ext. UNEWMEX.
3/31

7. Travel
WHITEWATER RAFTING ON R.io Grande and Rio
Chama by Wildwater Rafting, Inc. Trips stan at 525.
266·9721'
6/16
i\D.VERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
In theDally.Lobo,
tfn

9. Las Noticias
PAST·LIFE, PRE-blrtll therapist John Ricllard
Turner offering pre-birth workshop Saturday, 419,
9:30·5:30. Past-life workshop Sunday, 4/10, 2·8, $33
each, $55 both. 5541 Edwards Dr. NE, 292·6378
(Keep trying). Discussion (freewill offering) Wed·
nesday, 4/6,7 p.m. 3320 Sao PedroNE. 881·4311.
4/6
ATTENTION, REi\SON: CONCEPTIONS SW.
Submissions in l.iterature may be picked ~P at 136
Marron HaU, 277·5656. Art may bepic~ed up al ASA
Gallery, 277·2667. March 28 -April!.
4/1
MOUNTAINEERS WANTED.. MOUNTi\IN
.Rescue meeting 7:30p.m. Tburs<lay, March 31, In .the
toploungeoftheSUB.
3/31
WOMEN'S SOCCER LEAGUE information, 265·
1470. Please keep trying.
4/12
FREEl INCREASE YOU reading speed on the spot
at a free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics in·
troductory lesson! We'll also show you how it's
possible to read and study three to ten times faster
with better comprehension! Get better grades, llave
more free time! Find out how..• see our large ad
elsewhere in this paper for locations and times.. 4/1
(:LUB? M.EETING? EVEN11 Advertise in Las
Noticlas. Only Hl per word per day fgr UNM
organizations.
tfn

RAFTING

Tailor-made Trips for
Groups and Individuals
WILDWATER RAFTING, Inc.
!Z66-97!Z1

8. MisceUaneous
D.ETAII.ED. DESCRIPnONS OF year-round art
and craft workshops, travel art tours and children's
an programs In United States, Canada and abroad.
Allow 3·6 weeks delivery, $5,50 to ARTECH, 2712
Reynler Ave,, Los Angeles, CA.90034. 213-204·548!.
416

Wlli\T'S UP, DOC? Chocolate bunnies, baskets,
fudge, jelly beans and more for Easter giving at the
MlxedBag.l21 YaleSE,justsouthofCentral. 4/1
NINE
IMAGES.
WATERCOLORS and
photographs by Shella E. Foley through Apr1114 at
the Hippo, 120 Harvard SE.
.. 4/1
GURiliEFF·OUSPENSKY STUD.Y group. 281·
2401.
4/14
AD.VERTISE IN TilE Dally Lobo. Come to 131
Marron Hall,
tfn

FREE

Beans, Fries
& Cole Slaw
with any sandwich purchase
Mon·Thur 4p.m. • close
only at

LOMAS &YALE

.

265·7777

~-' ~\111M,IN•-...
.. Wf-'il'

ARMY NAVY GOODS

504 YALE SE

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Alumnus
5 Heroic
9Cubed
14 Gas: Pref.
15 Haifa Hungarian city
16 Lyric Muse
17 Land bodies:
Fr.
18- Rabbit
19 Leaflet
20 Bell sounds
22 Jewish
leader's
office
24 Gawps
26 Swell
27 "Shake -!"
29 Operated
30 Cartoon
word
33 Disavowed
37 Positive
38 Lake and
canal
39 Betrayer
40 Mockery
41 ........ Inhuman!ty to man
42 Illuminator
44 Blacken
45 Sports

arbiter
46 Disturb
47 Goes aloft
49 Exclaims
53 0ratory
57 Hallmark
58 Bogs
59 Verve
61 Greek island
62 Foolish
63 Scruff
64Moviedog
65 Inflections
66 Colorless
67 Colony
DOWN
1 Walking
styles
2 Kindled anew
3 Action spot
4 Shames
5 Diminish
6 Smooth
sound . .
71nspirations
8 Engine part
9 Pattern
10 Zeus' .
daughter
11 - -- pie:
Head to toe
12 Coup d'13 Pass out

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

21 Persuades
23 Fastener
25 Briny
28 Sweetheart:
2 words
30 Village
31 CUI"'e
32 Converge
33 Prefix for god
34 Oil nation
35 Scuttle
36 - Tse-tung
37 1'Popeye, the
- ............
40 Firestone

' 11

42 Stunt
43 Oont's mate
45 Awakens
47 Locale
48 - system
50 Increase
51 Inclines
52 Weasel
53 Exhale
54 Floor cover,
for short
55 Algerian city
56 California
valley
60 Beak

Juc Cu~urcttu

UNIVERSITY ARENA,.home of the University of New Mexico Lobos, this weekend hosts the 1983 NCAA Division I Men's Basketball Championship.

National Collegiate Athletic Association
Tourney Amasses Fans, Money, Publicity
By Dennis Pohlman
and Eric Maddy

Some 18.000 basketbal.l fans who will
spend $8 million to $10 million in Albuquerque arc arriving for the NCAA .Final Four.
Revenue estimates arc hard to make for
such an event, but local officals arc basing
their guess on the experience of another city of
similar size. The Indianapolis Chamber of
Commerce said more than $8 million was
spent in that city when the finals were held in
Market Square Arena in 1978, The finals since
then have been in much larger cities and coliseums than Albuquerque and University
Arena.
The money has already begun to change
hands in Albuquerque. but city officials arc
less concerned with .the money than they arc
·excited by the national publicity thai the college basketball championships arc bringing to
Albuquerque.
"Every time Brent Musbergcr says 'Road
to Albuquerque' it's putting us on the lllap,"
says Lanny Tonning of the city information
office. "We couldn't buy this kind of coverage at any price. so this tournament is extremely valuable to us.';
The visitors arc getting the red carpet treat·
ment from city and University officials who
are anxious to ensure a return on their six-year
investment of time and money that they hope
will prompt return visits and additional revenue.
Numerous events incorporating the culture.
lifestyle and flavor of the city have been scheduled. Tours. exhibits and performances
typifying Southwestern living are being highlighted.
Dr. Leon Griffin, chairman of the UNM
Health, Physical Education and Recreation
department, was granted a leave of absence
from the University of New Mexico in January
to coordinate the efforts of those who had been
plannin~ for the finals since before the bid was

awarded in 1977.
Every city that hosts the Final Four has
events which expand 120 minute!! of basketball into a six-day festival involving many
more people than actually hold tickets.
Some of the major events going on during
the tournament week, Griffin said. include:
* The 56th annual convention of the National
Association of Basketball Coaches (NABC).
which will bring some 1.500 to 2.000 collcgi·
ate coaches who will conducts seminars and
clinics that will be open to the public.
* The annual NARC-Converse AU American
Game. featuring some of the country's top
players who are not on a Final Four .team. will
be played Easter Sunday at 12:30 p.m. at
Johnson Gymnasium. Tickets are still available the UNM Ticket Office at the southeast
comer of University Arena. Fred Hultberg.
organizer of the game for the city. said the
game may be televised locally depending on
ticket sales.
* The National Association of Collegiate
Directors of Athletics will begin meeting on
Sunday. The directors will discuss financing
construction of new facilities. renovation pro·
jects and involvement of the public in university athletic programs.
* Public workouts by each team will be held at
University Arena Friday beginning at I p.m.
with the Georgia Bulldogs. followed at 2 p.m.
by the North Carolina State Wolfpack. The
Houston Cougars will start warm-ups at 3
p.m •• followed by their scmi·final opponents.
the Louisville Cardinals. at 4 p.m.
The tournament games will be held in University Arena, which will scat 16.827 per session. Normally "The Pit" seats 17.121. but
seating arrangements were necessary for the
400 to 500 media who will be covering the
games. A special press building south of the
arena has been built by UNM for approximate•
ly $400,000. The building will be converted to
a gymnastics facility after the tournament.
The city and state arc not the only parties

benefiting from the tournament. Final Four
schools wilt get hundreds of thousands of dollars for appearing in Albuquerque. Each team
that was invited to the original 52-team field.
which was expanded from last year's 48
teams, will share in a pot of $11.440.000.
UNM will get 20 percent of the net proceeds
(ticketsalcs minus expenses). which will be
about S 120,000. The estimate is based on the
original ticket price of $40 per ticket for the
Final Four. Several c::lassitied advertisments
have appeared .locally asking between $200
and $1200 per ticket, while other ads have
offered to "pay any price.''
New Mexico Attorney General Paul Bardacke has ruled that selling tickets for more
than their face value is legal unless the transaction is conducted on state property. such as
University Arena. Ironically ... scalping"
NCAA tickets is legal ~but the many office
pools being conducted at water coolers
throughout the state are not.
.
Officials anticipate no more than normal
security for a UNM lobo home game. "To
us, it is just another ball game." says Robert J.
DoBell. associate athletic director in charge of
athletic facilities. "We•re not doing anything
different from our usual procedure.'' Security
precautions have been taken to make. admission with a counterfeitticket .. nextto impossi·
ble," DoBell says.
Officials say parking. normally a major
headache at Lobo home games, will not pose
as much of a problem during the finals. either.
They say fewer automobiles will be parking
near the arena because of an elaborate city
transportation system that will utilize a fleet of
more than 100 shuttle buses to cover the metropolitan area.
Contingency plans. including private bus
lines and courtesy cars, also are ready in ca~c
of any emergency. Griffin. Do Bell and members of Mayor Harry Kinney's Host Commit~
tee have admitted that they have, if anything.
made plans more complex than necessary .

local men have been designated as hosts to
help deal with any problems that might dis·
tract the teams from their main purpose in
Albuquerque - winning the national championship. The rnen also new to each of the
regionals at city expense to deliver the 400
ti~kets alloted each Final F?_ur school.
For the nearly 200,000 <JJsappointcd fans
who were not lucky enough to have their
names drawn in the NCAA ticket lottery last
May, ample broadcast coverage will be provided. CBS Radio and Television will broadcast the semifinals and finals live in Albuquerque over KRKE (610 AM) and KGGM-TV
(Channel 13). All 30-second network television advertisements for the title game have
been sold for more than $200.000 per halfminute.
Stan Byars, the general sales manager at
KGGM. said his department was left with
only seven spots to sell locally for the championship game. Demand was so great that all
were taken more than one month ago at prices
that ranged from $1200 to $1500.
Local newspapers have also seen the oppor·
tunity to increase their sales. The Albuquerque
Joumal sent reporters to four second-round
games. and to each regional championship.
while the Albuquerque Tribune staffed two
regionals. The New Mexico Daill' Lobo becameone of the first collegiate newspapers in
a host city to produce a special NCAA cham·
pionship tournament edition.
Though all the special activities and money
are engulfing the city for six hectic days. the
main event that everyone has come to see, the
final leg of the "Road to Albuquerque."'
doesn't begin until I :37 p.m. Saturday. North
Carolina State rneets Georgia and Louisville
plays Houston one half hour after the completion of the first game. the championship game
Monday between the winners of the semifinals
will tip off at 7:12p.m.

.·PROFit:

tiUNSPOtt'tAttON:

PARTIES!

Transportation or about 15,000 people
c:omlna to the tity has concerned city om·
dais. but they say transportation 111 and
atound AlbUfiUtrque won't'be a problem.

All of Albuquerque can get caught up in
the excitement this weekend during two
parties being held at local hotels. Officials
say the parties are tor everybody, but
especially for locals who didn't get tickets
to the games.
SEE PAGE 6.

· ~ 'ttibbgate story - fraud, forgery,
Just how muth money ill at stake when
bets; bribes - all while everyone the NCAA basketball tourney is held each
&PPJll'ently looked the other way - is. still spring Is anybody's guess. Some local esti·
.In the eourts and fresh in the minds of mates on the money to be spent by visitors
NCAA oM.:ials and coachts.
to the toul'ney range from·$5 million tu $9
. SEf! PAGE 2.
million and higher.
SEE PAGE4.

SEE PAGE 9.

.

As a courtesy to the visiting reams, four
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EllenbergerSurvivesScandal Memories

NCAA

By Dennis Pohlman

\

.r:-

speciol
edition

Naturally, rules and laws were
bent. Is anyone surprised?"

"It seems that everybody
- U.S, District Judge Philip
looked the other way as the rules Baiamol1/e, ju.H before selltr!IIC'illg
or law were either being bent or Univ!'rsit\' of New Mexico b(tsker·
broken, until !he defendant g11t ball Coai:h Norm Elle11berger i111he
caught.
conc/rtding trial of the '' Lobogate''
"It seems to me the realltypiiC· sca~~dal in 1981.
risy is that colleges and universi·
Judge Baiamontc sentenced
ties across this country, not only in UNM coach Ellenberger to·a year of
New Mexico, but across the coun- . unsupervised probation after m.aktry, have established and main- ing the above statements, th~ cas test
tain what amounts to. professional possible sentence he could 1mpose.
ball clubs.
Baiamonte said· at the time he
"In this high pressure-cooker thought Ellenberger was just doi~g
atmosphere Norm Ellenberger what he was expected to do ~ wm
practiced his profession as coach. basketball games at any price. which

.Easter Sale

20%off t~~~:~~~~~t::~~ 2 0%

off

Ladies Tops & Men's Shirts

50%off

All
Sunglasses

iieneral store
111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

8117 Menaul NE

403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

Ellenberger himself' rc<~dily admitted he felt obligated to do.
The Lobogate story - fraudulent travel vouchers. forged student
transcripts, coaches placing bets un
games, players rewarded with
money. the whole lurid tale of rampant violations of rules and the law.
all while everyone concerned.
apparently looked the other way is still in the courts and fresh in the
minds of NCAA officials and.
coaches. What Ellenberger and his
assistants did at UNM is probably no
better or worse than violations at
other schools. only Ellenberger got
caught for the following:
*While on the payroll of UNM,
Ellenberger took a number of trips to
recruit players for the Lobo program. He and his assistants took so
many trips tliafth'cffillea i:nit'l)lahk •
travel vouchers as a routine. and
were reimbursed for travel costs.
But sometimes, by their own testimony, they didn't go anywhere and
were still paid.
*Ellenberger also personally rep·
resented a private company, Med;d·
ist Industries Inc., a maker of athletic equipment, in a number of speaking engagements across the country.
Medalist reimbursed him for travel
costs and paid him a fee for his services, but Ellenberger also collected
from UNM for the same trips.
*In order to get the players he
wanted for his program. Ellenberger
and his assistants allegedly arranged
for basketball players to have the
necessary college credits to enter
UNM and remain eligible to play.
This went to great lengths. including
forgery of players' transcripts and
completely falsifying others to make
it appear they had attended a certain
school. One player was found to
have simultaneously attended
schools in New Jersey and California. These violations were the basis
for federal mail fraud charges. because tile fake transcripts were
mailed.
.
*Players in the Lobo basketball
program also received '"gifts'' from
local businessmen and athletic boos·
ters. including cars. money and
clothes. While no area businessmen
have admitted they knew where their
money was going. it was not unusual
for Ellenberger and his assistants to
accept checks for large amounts for
unspecified purposes from Lobo
boosters.
These charges ultimately resulted
in Ellenberger being convicted in
1981 on 21 counts of fraud and filing
false travel vouchers. His assistant,
Manny Goldstein, was convicted on
one count each of fraud and filing a
false voucher,
Has the Lobo gate scandal resulted
in a house-cleaning of college athletics?
The UNM program has been
cleaned up under the guidance of
Athletic Director John Bridgers and
basketball Coach Gary Colson, say

NORM ELLENBERGER
NCAA spokesmen. Other programs
have also taken steps to imp{ovc
their records, as well.
As for the principals in LobogateNorm Ellenberger is now the
coach of the Albuquerque Silvers of
the Continental Basketball League,
and remains a popular local figure.
Manny Goldstein is stUI appealing his .1980 fraud and false filing
convictions in the hope of obtaining ·
a new trial. He was fined and got a
suspended prison sentence, a!ld' has
said he thinks he ended up bemg the
scapegoat.
William "Bud'.' Davis, .thenpresident of UNM whose name was
brought into the scandal because he
allegedly knew of the violations and
did nothing about them, is now
chancellor of higher education for
the state of Oregon.
Lavon McDonald. athletic director during most of Ellenberger's tenure, who was removed just bl!forc
the NCAA announced publicly its
investigation, is now a local real
estate investor.
Michael Cooper, the only
Ellenbcrccr player from the scandal
years to turn pro. is now a star sixthman for the Los Angeles Lakcrs of
the NBA.
Phil Abney. Ellenberger's dependable power forward in 1978~79.
is now his player assistant with the
Silvers.
Willie Howard, Will Smiley,
Marvin Johnson, etc., the rest of
Ellenberger's glory teams. they ended up with little to show for their
efforts on the basketball court.
Several have played. semi"pro ball.
but only Cooper made it nil the way.
Those that did get degrees have
found that a player-student from
UNM doesn't get much respect, and
those that were in the program when
the scandal hit have found it difficult
to go elsewhere to complete their
education while questions remain
about transcripts.
And the fans - all they want is a
winning team.

home cooking UNM'S Official New Mexican
new mexican style
dine In our outside patio.
tarry out service
our food stays hOt., ~
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NCAA
Pleases
Local
Merchants
NCAA
that city spent more than $S million
to see the Final Four at the Market
Just how much money is nt stake Square Arena in 1978, and at least a
when the NCAA basketball tourney similiar total is expected to flow into
is held each spring is anybody's Albuquerque cash registers by
guess, but one thing is clear- a tournament organizers.
''We're naturally very happy to
great deal of money is at stake when
these unpaid, f\mateur players hook see this tournament come to town, to
up for the final games of the cham· say the least,'' says Old Town
businessman Terry Moore. a copionship series,
Some local estimates on the chairman of the city's welcoming
money to be spent by visitors to the committee for visiting coaches of
tourney rf\nge from $5 million to $9 the Na.tional Association Of Basketmillion and higher. arel! business- ball Coaches.
Moore, one of 29 chairmen and
men say, and that's only a guess on
co-chairmen heading 22 official
the business take.
The Indianapolis Chamber of committees for tourney arrangeCommerce estimated that visitors to ments sees the tourney as a big busi-

By Dennis Pohlman
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Officials Wonder About Overplanning
By Dennis Pohlman

Country Club, with course pros available for competition and instructions.
Preparations for the NCAA tournament arc so de·
Bass has a van to transport the golfing wives to the
tailed that some organizers arc beginning to wonder if courses. If the van is not sufficient. there arc also
the event is too well planned.
volunteers with private cars.
"I'd say from talking to the people who put together
"We can handle anywhere from five to 150 golfers.
the tournament in Utah that we have things ovcrplanncd We have a women's golf tournament arranged, with
by about !50 percent," says Old Town businessman prizes for the winners. ln fact, everything is pretty much
Terry Moore, a member of one of 22 official commit· done, but we haven't the slightest idea how many wives
tees for the tourney.
are coming," says Bass,
Between 1,500 and 2,000 coaches of the NABC arc
Moore said iocal planners apparently asked organiz- expected to attend the Albuquerque convention, says
ers of past tourneys what they did. then decided to host Joe Van Cisson. executive director of the NABC.
nil activities of past tournaments - and then some. · But there has never been a special golf tournament for
Planners have even gone so far as to arrangccxtracur· the coaches' wives. Cisson says he. too, is unsure how
ricular activities for basketball coaches' wives.
many wives will accompany the coaches to AlbuA committee headed by Liz Bass has set up a golf querquc.
tournament for wives of members oft he National Assop01 •1 aps the idea of a wouicn 's golf tournament in
ciation of Basketball Coaches. just in case they don't connec.~ion with the NCAA basketball tournan1ent will
have cnought to do during their four-day stint. in Albu- cat.ch on and become a regular fixture of the tourney,
querquc.
Bass says. On the other hand. a few women may take
Bass has tee time set aside at the Albuquerque C\lUn· home trophies by default, and "Heaven help us if the
try Club, the Tanoan Country Club and the Four Hills wind blows," Bass says.

Since 1975
Since. UCLA's last championship in 1975. 25 different
teams have gained the 32 Final·
Four positions· over eight seasons. North Carolina and Louis•
ville have made the Final Four
three times each, Houston, Indiana and UCLA twice each and 20
other teams - Georgia and North
Carolina State included - once
each. As an indication of how
things have changed, the UCLA
seniors this year won their first
Pacific-10 championship (Oregon State had won three Pac-10
titles in a row their first three
years}.
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ness opportunity, nod says many
other local businessmen feel the
same way,
"Try to get a rental car or a seat in
a restaurant on Easter Sunday, if you
want to see how much businesses are
going to profit from this thing,''
says Moon;. Many businesses plan
to stay open longer to accomodate
visitors for the tourney.
Moore said it is untrue that
businesses are raising prices for the
tournament weekend.
''As a rule, I can say without a
doubt that most businesses will let
prices alone. Some are stocking up
on extra merchandise, but don't believe it if you hear that city business-

Choose from our Imported & Domestic Beer Stocks
Pure Kosher. Hot Dogs ••• Any Style
Deli Sandwiches & Wine
Homecut French Fries
Breakfast Served All Day
Call In Orders 242-7360

SPORTS MAGAZINES:
The Runner, Track & Field News, Running Times, Bicycling, Out·
side, Cross Country Skier, Skiing, Sierra, Shape, Nautilus, Total
Fitness, Golf World, GoltDigest, Golf, Bowling Digest, Tennis, World
Tennis, Tennis World, Racquetball Ill., Gymnast, Football Monthly,
Soccer World, Women's Sports, Water Ski Mag., Skin Diver, Surf·
ing, U.S. Surf, Sports Ill., Sporting News. NBA Today, Volleyball
Monthly, Baseball Ill., All Star Sports, Major League Baseball, Baseball Digest, Hockey Digest, Basketball Digest, Football Digest, Bas·
ketball Scene, Pro, Sport, Street & Smith Baseball Yearbook, Muscle & Fitness, Iron Man, Muscle Digest, Fitness.& Nutrition Report,
Muscle Training, Flex, Ko, The Ring, World Boxing, Black Belt,
Traditional Taekwon-Do, Warriors, Karate Ill., '83 Baseball & Basketball Yearbooks.

NCAA

Final Just Another Game to Secutity

men are out to skin these visitors,"
Moore says.
Perhaps regular businesses will
not be raising prices, but this is certainly not true of tourism-related enterprises.
Hotels in the city report almost no
rooms are available at any price,
Some locations, like one motel on
Central Avenue, tripled the rates for
their rooms, and still are completely
full for the tournament weekend.
The larger hotels which host the
teams., media representatives and
visiting coaches say there will be. no
room in any of the major hotel dining
rooms during the tourney, and only
persons with reservations will be
accommodated.
Transportation for the visitors is
also booked up. Rental car agencies
report it likely that no cars will be
available for the tournament
weekend unless some are returned
early, and cabs may be equally difficult to find.
"Well, we got these guys over a
barrel in a town like this where you
gotta have a car to get around. We 'II
be. hauling people from uptown
hotels everyplace they want to go all
weekend, so you'd better believe it's
going to be worth my while," says
one local cabbie.
City officials, somewhat less concerned about the money than the
publicity, say it's the advertising
that will benefit Albuquerque the
most.
"Every time Brent Musburgcr
says 'Road to Albuquerque' it's putting us on the map. We couldn't buy
this kind of coverage at any price, so
this tourney is extremely valuable to
us,'' says Lenny Tauning of the city
information office.
Other organizers say they hope
hope the NCAA will change its mind
about moving the tourney away
from college arenas to bigger places
like ne~t year's tourney site at the
New Orleans Superdome, after
seeing how Albuquerque will roll
out the red carpet.
''Seems' like we're overdoing lt
just a little bit, but nobody wants
Albuquerque to be remembered as
the worst place this tournament was
ever held," Moore said.
USAF. FLIGHT JACKET
u•IIUIIIIr::.OI

By Dennis Pohlman

Perhaps the only aspect of preparations for the
NCAA tourney to remain unchanged is the security
arrangements for University Arena.
"To us. this is just another b~ll game." says Robert
Do Bell, University of New Mexico associate atl]letic
director, who will oversee security in parking lots and
inside the arena.
Do Bell said he expects little trouble from spectators
at !he games,
"These people arc fans who have traveled ~~ long
way and spent a lot of money. We didn't have any
trouble at the state high school basketball champkmship earlier this month; I don't sec there being aoy
at these games," he said,

He said fewer people will be ul the chnmpionship
than ~~regular Lobo home games, and parking
problems wrll be fewer because many of the fans and
n'iedia people will arrive in shuttle b11scu.
The .!JSUal 27 UNM sccuri(y personnel. will work at
the tourney, Do Bell said.
"We're not doing anything different from our usual
procedures. We will be alert for counterfeit tickets, but
they're hard to duplicate exactly and should be easy to
spot if there are any," Do Bell said.
·The Albuquerque Police Department, responsible
for traffic control on streets outside the arena. pluns
few changes. also. A captain may be placed in charge
of the arena security detail, but beyond that, 18 officers, two sergeants al}d one lieutenant will be available,
police say.
g<~mes

Duke.,Ci~y;

NCAA Crews Rule
By Robin Anderson

Local media had to be cleared
through the office before the NCAA
There's no business like NCAA would iss\le them press passes.
business as the !!SSOciation, p!ayers,
"The. NCAA asked who of the
coaches .and the press take over local media should get in, and we
Albuquerque for the NCAA "Final made the decision on the basis of
Four" this weekend,
who had covered games before,''
All arrangements for the finals arc Keith said.
being handled by the NCAA. UniAssembling press conferences,
versity of New Mexico Sports In- finding two large photocopy
formation Director John Keith says machines and providing rides from
his office and UNM have little to do the airport are only a few of the tasks
with the actual staging of the tourna- the office has had to handle.
ment.
"AI McGuire from NBC will be
''What it amounts to is the NCAA doing a show from here. so we set up
takes the arena and town and we do
whatever we're asked to do. UNM
plays a very smallrole," Keith said.
''The NCAA has its' own statistics
crew from the Untversity of Louisville and its own scorekeeper. It has
a crew of I0 to 12 sports information
directors on its staff that fill integral
roles. Press credentials are issued by
the association and tickets for the
games arc handled by the NCAA.''
Souvenirs at the games are handled by the NCAA. Programs are
printed in Lexington, Ky., proofread by the NCAA and then shipped
here. The UNM baseball booster
club will sell the programs at the
games and the profits will benefit
UNM's baseball program. Keith
said.
The two men setting up the' 'Final
Four'' for the NCAA arc Dave
Cawood, who handles all the media,
and Tom Jernstcdt, who runs the
tournament proper.
The role the UNM Sports In·
formation office plays is liaison be-·
tween the NCAA and the media.

a place for him in the football stadium press box,'' Keith said. "We
also setup parties ...,.- CBS h11~ rour
scheduled- and we're involved in
the press conferences."
Keith said the first news conference for the local media was held
Wednesd~y, by phone, with the Fin-

\
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UNM Role 'Small'
Conferences will be held Friday.,
Saturday, Sunday and Monday at
the Marriott HoteL Five rooms have
been taken over at the hotel for the
press. One room is complete with 30
typewriters, and will serve as a
workroom. A hospitality room has
been set up where drinks and snac.ks

"During the finals. all a member
of the media would have to do is sit
in the hotel to cover them. The
NCAA provides statistics and
quotes from players and coaches,"
Keith said.
Shuttle service is available from
the Marriott and Classic hotels to
said.
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NCAA

By ,I ohunna King
All of Albuquerque can get
caught up in the excitement of the
NCAA Tournament this wcckend.
thanks to two parties being held at
the Classic and Four Scnsons hotels,
said Metro Convention Planners'
representative A11gic Bryant.

special
edition

City To Celebrate with Varied Diversions r NCAA

NCAA Parties: Next Best Thing to Being There

The first party, sponsored by the
planners, cnlled "The Next Best
Thing to Being There.'' will begin at
noon Saturd!ty in the Classic Ballroom. Large television screens will
be pli10cd around the ballroom to
show the first of the two semifin<~l
basketball gumes beginning at about
1:30 p.m.

Aftcr the first game ends and before the second game begins, a miniature basketball court will be set up
in the ballroom and a slam-dunk
contest between former Lobos and
current Silvers will be held.
The celebrity contestants will include Marvin Johnson, Phil Abney.
Don Drkovich, Tony Persley. Willie
Jones and Craig Tucker. They will
be judged by audience reaction, and
the best "ctunker" will be awarded a
trophy.
Door prizes, including T-shirts. a
basketball autographed by the
celebrity contestants and two tickets
to the final NCAA game Monday
night, will be given aw;~y during intermission.

The second gmnc will thcll be
televised on the big screens.
Disc jockey Dan Evans will spin
the discs for a dance following the
second gimlC. The dance is expected
to last until midnight.
Refreshments, including hamburgers. hot dogs and other typical concession-stand food, as well as bar
service. will be available throughout
the day.
Tickets for the party are $5 in advance, $6 at the door and are available
at all Giant Ticket Outlets.
The second party. titled "Pit Pretense,'' will be held in the Four Seasons' Ballroom on Monday beginning at 5;30 p.m. Once again there
will be giant televisions situated

throughout the room, broadcasting
the final game, scheduled to begin at
7 p.m. The J,JNM Chapparals will be
on hand to lead the cheering.
Tbe UNM Collegiate Singers will
perform after the game. Dance
music will again be provided by
Evans, and the purty is expected to
last until midnight. Refreshments
and bar service will be available.
Tickets for the event are $5 in
advance, $6 at the do.or and arc
available from the Lobo Club.
Bryant said the parties arc being
held for those people who do not
have tickets to the gumes. ''The parties are for the local people because,
after all, we want to have a go.od
time, too," she said.

Numerous Changes Prepare Pi-t for NCAA Games
Hy Robin Andcr!ion

Television viewers of the NCAA Final Four will not sec the University of
New Mexic\l Arena, the Pit. in the same light as regular season fans.
One of the most noticcnblc changes in University Arena is the lighting. The
NCAA required UNM to put in C)itr:t lights for the television cameras.
Sixty-four lights were installed <It a cost of $15.000.
This increases the foot candle power about 40 percent. Robert DoBcll,
assistant athletic director in charge of fucilities said.
Press benches ;md camera mounts htwc been built in the stands at a loss of
734 scats. Fourteen rows on the west side in sections 19, :!0 and 21 arc being
used for the press, The first row on both the north and south sides has been
taken out for photojournalists.
Four camera mounts hnve been built for CBS- one on the rump. one on
the west side. one on the northwest side and one in the mezzanine. Scats were
lost behind these mounts.
"Wc had a tall person stand on a scat and wave hh arms so we could get an
idea of how muny rows hchind the cameras would have no view of the tloor, ·•
DoBcll said,
Desks have been put up in front of press row for the statisticians,
scorekeepers and the like at the request nr NCAA orticials.
Other changes in the Pit include putting five NCAA logos on the floor,
withmtt removing the UNM emblems ami name, Do Bell said. The state and
U.S. tl;~gs will be larger and will lie horizontally above the baskets so as not
to obstruct the view of the court.
Bunting will be hung around the concourse. "It will look like we half-way
decorated i't." Do Dell said.
First aid will be available during the game as in the regular season. Two
doctors and several medical students will s~aff a f()<lm in t\lc southeast corner
<Jf the nrcrlll.
•.
The outside of the arena has been painted and signs welcoming the NCAA
arc posted.
A new building, constructed ncxt to the Pit. will be used for interviews
with coaches and players during the tournament. After the Final Four, the
building will become UNM's gymnastics complex.

By Dennis Pohlman
Gunfighters, tribal dancers
mariachi bands, antiq1.1e cars, anim~
als and hot air balloons are but a few
of the entertainment features preceding the NCAA to1.1mument's championship series.
As if the games were not exciting
enough, local organizers are going
to. gre&t lengths to heighten public
interest in the games, Sched1.1led
pre-game entertainment includes a
bonfire rally, a parade with more
than 30 entrants, balloon flybys and
live music of every kind inside the
arena, organizers say.
First item on the "Spirit Committee'' agenda to perk local interest is a
dusk bonfire and rally on Friday.
The bonfire will be on the parking lot
west of the university baseball practice fields, beginning about 6 p.m.
The rally will be hosted by local
ra~io personality L~ Ahrens, jlnd
Will have a 'number of local acts entertaining, includirig bands, Indian
dancers, mariachis, cheerleaders
, and the colorful glow of hot air balloons. The city has assigned a
• mounted police patrol to the event.
"We've been working on this for
a long while, and I really think that
Albuquerque won't see ,another
event like this ever," says Spirit
Committee co-chairman Jimmie
Reyna, a city attorney.

Reyna and Oscar Barrajas, cochairmen of the committee, are still
working on preparations for the
other major event for the public, a
parade on Saturday, just prior to the
first game.

A grand marshall has yet to be
named for the promenade, set to begin at 9 a.m. The parade starts in
front of the arena, follows a route
east on Stadium Boulevard from
University Boulevard to Yale
Avenue; south on Yale to Anderson
Avenue; weston Anderson to Buena
Vista Drive; north on Buena Vista to
Sunset Terrace, and then will tum

.
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ALBUQUERQUE (UPI) ~The
coaches of the Final Four basketball
teams said Wednesday the city's
mile-high altitude would have the
same effect on all players, with one
coach saying his team already is at a
"high altitude."
, The coaches of Georgia, Houston
and Louisville responded to questions during a joint news conference
linked by long-distance telephone,
but poor communications kep(
North Carolina State Co.ach Jim Val"
vano from participating effectively.
Coach Denny Crum of No. 2

TO NED'S •..

,',::,.Hdl.

CANDLEPOWER: Bill Schelling, director of CBS lighting, checks the output of several rows
of high-powered lights temporarily installed in the Pit.

WELCOME NCAA • WELCOME NCAA

Reyna says.

Besides the outdoor entertainment, mariachis and several school
bands will be on hand inside the arena to play during intermissions and
halftimes, organizers say.
The Spirit Committee preparations are a cooperative effort on the
pari of the city Convention and Visitors Bureau and the Hispano Chamber of Commerce, Besides cochairmen Reyna and Barrajas, the
The parade will be broadcast live committee includes Elizabeth Cook,
on KGGM-TV, and sou,venir bas- Emesto Pena and Louis Franco, all
ketballs will also. be distrib1.1ted io Hispano Chamber of Commerce
parade watchers along the ro1.1te, members.

The parade has 33 scheduled entrants, including floats, bands,
animals from the Rio Grande Valley
Zoo, tribal dancers in full costume,
the Bernalillo Sheriff's Posse, members of the Ballet Folklorico, antique
c~s, clowns, the Old Town trolley,
Sikh security guards from AKAL
Sec1.1rity, Popeye and, of co1.1rse,
UNM mascot Lobo Lo.1.1ie.

'\
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Mile-high Altitude To Effect All Teams Equally
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east again to hit University and return to the arena parking lot.

after the game, and call
a time-out for the evening.
Stop the dock-tonight
at Ned's

Louisville, whose team faces toprated Houston in one semifinal gume
Saturday afternoon, said the altitude
would not be "an advantage or disadvantage to anyone."
Houston Coach Guy Lewis said
he didn't intend to worry about the
altitude.
"It may affect us, but if it does,
then it affects us," Lewis said,
"We're just going out there and
play."
"We've been practicing for the
last couple of days at a pretty high
altitude anyway," said Durham,

whose Bulldogs are the biggest surprise in the tournament. "Our guys
are excited about being there.. Our
job is to try to get them back down to
Earth and get ready to play.
"Once we go to Albuq1.1crque. it
won't make difference whether the
air is thick or thin. You just line up
and play."
Much of the pre-tournament
attention has focused on the Houston-Lo.uisvillc semifinal, rather than
the Georgia-North Carolina State
game, which Durham said didn't
surprise him.

"When you've got your No. 1
and 2 teams in the country playing
against each other, I think they deserve a lot of attention." Durham
said. "We've received attention, as
has North Carolina State, but Houston and Louisville have done it all
year long .
"It's only natural that they're
going to receive most of the media
attention," he said. "If we'd have
been ranked up there, then we would
have received it. So I look-at it as
something that they've earned and
deserved,"

After the ga•ne.
Before catching a plane.
At·a post-exa•ns tiash.
. .. all the times you need cash.

WELCOMES VISITORS

881·3110

on san Mateo
Just north of comanche

Four Nights of Fun
starting Friday
Happy hour 3:00·7:00
With
2 for 1 drinks

Enter Bucket•s free throw contest
&

WIN a Final Four T·Shlrt or
a new basketball!!
Live Entertainment:
The Shakers
Fri, sat & Mon

THE COMETS

from Nevada
appear sunday night.

eome in and
try one of our
special Final Four Drinks
Our BIO SCREEN .'seT
is for those who don't
have round ball ticketsH

GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES
GYROS-Served on a pita bread with Grecian
dip
SOUVLAKI-Shishkabob
GREEK SALAD-with pita bread
BAKLAVA-for dessert
We now have Beer and Wine!!
106-A Comell Dr. SE
Open MOH- FRI11•B and SAT for the NCAA FINALS

Ned's on Cenlral jUst west of Washington

Cas a
de las
Yfrtesanias
now lias liarrdcarved
wood columns to use
in decorating a liouse
or a patio.
We can order any amount.
$350 a pair.
We also liave
liandmade copper from
Santa Clara del Cobre,
fiandmade furniture
and le.ttiles .

323 'Romero :N.W.

.
shop# 4
ll.w:.-~,2.~ Old tfown (505) 24 2 -5P9I

We've got MONEY, any time of any day. First National Bank
has a 24-hour MONEY center convenient to UNM:
'
It's located at the East Central Drive-up at Copper and
San Mateo.
Plus 15 other MONEY CE?nters throughout Albuquerque.
Get convenient banking. Get a 24-hour MONEY card with
your First National accounts.

The First National Bank in Albuquerque
New Mexico;s Largest Home· owned Independent Bank Member FDIC Convenient Locatibns Citywide

1 ·l .... t •., t ·~ .,.• t- t ~

I.' ' '
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Network
Coverage
Equals
Profits
NCAA
By Demlis Pohlman

taken, and CBS stands to earn some
$4 million for each game aired, the
Broadcasting the NCAA buskct- network reports.
balltourncy Will mcl\11 ll big l'j!JllOLocally. all ad spots arc sold. said
ciaJ boom for CBS-TV and its affili- Stan Byars. KGGM gcneml sales
ates, say network officials at CBS manager. Byars found demand so
Sports hcudquttrlers in New York.
great for the few available spots that
CBS will air the l'inal games at r<ltcs for a 30-second spot were
I :40 p.m. and about 4 p.m. Satur- raised from $1,200 to $1.500. All
duy, with the national championship seven spots CBS left KGGM for the
game scheduled for 7:12p.m. Mon- championship game have been sold
day. Local CBS affiliate KGGM since early March, Byars said.
will carry all three games live.
,
Tourney organizers expect at least
National coverage advertising a l'cw of the ad spots will mention
spots arc being sold for more than Albuquerque by name, furthering
$200,000, says the CBS sports the publicity the city already has readvertising sales department. ceived from the network catchAlmost all the available ad spots arc phrase "Road to Albuquerque."
"Maybe people back East will
realize that A]'luquerquc is in the
U.S., and I'm sure at least a few of
the people coming to town for the
tournament wondered if they'd need
a visa to travel to New Mexico,"
said one member of the Mayor's
Welcoming Committee.
The University of New Mexico
and the city will also bl:'nefit from
spots prepared by the networks for
commerchd breaks, half-times and
pre-game shows, organizers say.
Both CBS and NBC will use some
footage of the UNM campus and of
the city in general for filler and as an
introduction to the games.
"This has been done before at
other schools, giving them the
chance to show off a little bit, and I
think both UNM and Albuquerque
have many unique characteristics
which fans would like to know about," says tourney coordinator Dr.
Leon Griffin,
All in all. the city and UNM will
be weJI covered by the media, organizers say.
Some thought the number of
media representatives would drop
BROADCAST TEAM: Gary.Bender (leftJ and Billy Packerwill from the 500-plus of last year's tourney in New Orleans, because Albuprovide the play-by-play and color.commentary of the NCAA
querque is less well-known and the
Final Four.
arena for the games is smaller

By E:ric Maddy
If E. T. or anyone else wanted to
fly home this weekend, he would be
advised not to use the Albuquerque
lll!ernational Airport,

\
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HALFTIME HOST: Brent Musberger will anchor the CBS· TV
telecast of the NCAA finals and provide pre-game, halftime
and post-game features and interviews.

WELCOME NCAA

jack's Lounge
1504 Central SE
and
(5 blks. west of UNM)
Restaurant Carry-out orders 242-7490
Come to the New Jack's Lounge
New Chef... New Luncheon Menu
Try our great Lobo Burger, watch for our
Specials, and don't forget the
Best Pizza in Town!
Daily except Sunday ll:OOa.m. • IO:OOp.m.

Final Four Party
featuring the Southwest's
finest rock bands

Sassy
Jones

and

with

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

-~. .
'F~
,.,.
CITY
Sicilian, Neapolitan &
Whole Wheat Pizza
Sandwiches & Dinner
Call For Take Out
265-4777

l ~!!:!.l!!:~!.d_S.!!!~!;::!d
-IIDw open on Qind•r•FIIr Piau Slopping Clnltr
~J~m• llld Sill MD- 28&117118

NCAA TICKET Stub
WRAP

Saturday April 2
Civic Auditorium

ONLY

SKIRTS

Doors open at 7:00pm
Complete
·
Bar Service ·
Snack Bar&
Refreshments

*4.99

Go~

(100% Cotton India Print)

For the Finest Selection of
Vnique Natural Fiber Imported Fashions
at the Lowest Prices in New Mexico.

r . .to

~~

_/Ya.t1rt"

CIVIC

Tickets available
•uollo~'uM
•
at all Ticketmaster
0cadons
----~o~.~.N=o~.v~.~L-L--------------$5 • general admission- ~··~· ·
$4 • w/college ID
CMc Ticket Office
opens at 111 noon the
BASI<ETSALL
day of the perfonnance
A~I!NA

•

Transportation of about 15,000
people coming to the city for the
NCAA men's basketball championships has been a concern for Dr.
Leon Griffin, chairman of the University of New Mexico's health.
physical education and recreation
department. Griffin is on leave of
absence from UNM to coordinate
events surrounding the NCAA Final
· Four.
"We could have some problems
on Tuesday, after the finals. with a
lot of people trying to leave," Griffin said. "But a lot of that will depend on how many people leave
Saturday night or Sunday after their
team loses in the semifinals."
Griffin said people should not be
concerned with the problem of getting transportation in and around
Albuquerque.
"We have more than 3,200 rental
cars available in the city,'' Griffin
said. "We considered importing
more rental cars from other cities,
but the cost for such a short period of
time is too great. "
Many city buses will be running
altered schedules to accommodate
people wishing to usc public transportation. The Albuquerque SunTran system began extended service
today at 6:30a.m. and will continue
until12:30 a.m. every day until after
the tournament is completed.
"We sat down and planned routes
to get people from the m~jor motels
to the meetings, games and various
sights the visitors may want to sec,''
Griffin said. "We also have a pool
of courtesy cars that will be designated to a certain area in case of an
'overflow."
While it is true Albuquerque has
40 "good" taxis available, Griffin
said he foresees no problem with
that facet of transportation,
"We hope most people: will want

and any Purchase

In Concert

'<"·-r---

II

Moroccan Leather Coin Purse

Planets

STAbiUM EiOVL'EVARP

i-----~----.--.

FREE:

The

Finals May Steer Transportation Problems to City:
Few Tie-Ups Expected for lnter-AibuquerqueTravel

101 Cornell SE
(across from UNM)

~t,

15lJ9S

.

266•0211

WELCOME
NCAA .
Vintage
Clothing
Victorian to New Wave
420 Central S.E.
(Central ·at Edith)
505-247-0564
Visa end Mastercard Accepted

~('t)

~e

~i
f\'f<'#

0~(

Lunch, Dinner
Entertainment

PUNCH
&JUDI
Appearing
Tues ··sat
Conceptions

Southwest

to see more of lbe city than just the
games,'' Griffin said. ''A lot (of
people) will rent cars so they can see
the sights of Albuquerque and others
will borrow from friends who Jive in
town. Plus, the bus service we arc
providing will eliminate a lot of the
hassle.
When people want to get someplace, they will find a way to do it,''
he said.
Private bus companies h:we been
used during the week to transport
people arriving at the airport.

places for tournament officials and
workers. About 250 spots .arc re.
served for members of the media.
Reserved parking spaces in the A-2
lot north of the arena have been sold
for $6 for the tournament. Additional parking will be available on a
game-to-game basis for $2 and $3 at
various sites.
"I worked at the Universiiy of
Utah (site of the 1979 finals) for 12
years, and I talked to three or four
people up there who were in charge

"We had a problem because the
city buses did not have the space to
store luggage while transporting
people,'' Griffin said. "So we went
with the priVate sector to provide the
initial move and we will have some
(private buses) on reserve. just in
case we need them. "
J>arking near University Arena for
the games should not pose much of a
problem either, said Robert J.
DoBell, associate athletic director in
charge of UNM facilities.
''I can't see it being a has5le for
us." DoBell said. "We will have
fewer cars and fewer people for the
tournament than we ha"e for a regular Lobo game."
The NCAA took 117 parking

NCAA

of transportation," Griffin said.
''They said the biggest problem
they faced was ovcrplanning, and
said we would probably do the
sam!!. We may be. but it.'s better to
be safe than sorry.
"In fact, the many people who
have worked on this have done such
a good job that some officials from
Los Angeles have visited us and
want us to come to California alld
help plan transportation for the 1984
Olympics.'' Griffin said.
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The
t=OXY PI;t=L[;CTIONS

WELCOME
We Specialize
NCAA
in NEW WAVE
SHAMPOO, HAIRCUT, & STYLE $10.00
HAIRCUT & PERM $35.00
Hours 9·6
HENNA $15.00
842-8300
2000 Central SE
Across from U.N.M

Walk-Ins welcome

Ne~tto

Burger King

Coupon Expires April 31, 1983

Across From The
University of New Mexico
2300 Central SE
266·8898
Central

SUBMARINE SANDWiCH MENO' .
All sandwiches 1-14 deliciously covered with tomatoes,
onions, lettuce, oil and wine vinegar, plus seasoning.
large
10in. Sub
1. "Super" Ham, Cheese, Salami
Pepperoni, Capocollo .• , .. , ...•........••.. , 2.45
2. Tuna .................. , ........... , .•...... 2.35
3. Roast Beef & capocollo
Hot or Cold •........••...... , ••.•.......... 2.70
4. Roast Beef........••...... , ...•..•... , ...... 2.60
5. Ham, Cheese, Salami
Capocollo , •••.. , , ...•...• , ....•.. , ......... 2.35
6. Ham, Cheese, Capocollo ...• , ..•... , . , ...•.. 2.35
7. Salami, Harn, Cheese ..•.................... 2.35
8. Pepperoni, Cheese, Ham .................... 2.35
9. Pepperoni, Cheese, Salami .. , ..... , ......•.. 2.35
10. All Cheese .....••.....•............•..•... 2.35
11. Ham ... , ...•.........••....•..........•... 2.35
12. Ham, Cheese .•.......•.........•.•...••... 2.35
13, Turkey .••••.•.•........•..............•.•• 2.35
14. Turkey n Cheese ........................... 2.60
Double Loaded 1-14 Add, ............... 1.75 Extra
Add Italian Hot Mix .........•.............•... 25
2 Ft. Jumbo Size, Any Kind •.....•....•....... 6.95

HOT DINNERS
Lasagna w/Meat Balls , . , .....•.... , ............ 3.'
Spaghetti w/Meat Balls ......................... 2.50
Egg Plant Parmigiana w/Spaghetti , ... , .......... 3.75
Spaghetti w/Ciam Sauce , ........... , •..... , ... 3.75
Manicotti w/Meat Balls ... , ..... , .... , .......... 3.75
Garlic Bread Included with Dinners

NEW JERSEY STYLE PIZZA
12 in. 16 in.
Tomato & Cheese ...•••..•.•.. , •..•.. , .2.75
4.75
Extra Items •..••..•........•... , ..•...• 1.00
1.00
Onions • Pepperoni • Black Olives
Green Peppers • Sausage (Italian)
• Mushrooms •
New Jersey Combo
Everything On It .............. , ........ 6.75
8.75
Pizza By The Slice .......•...•... , ........•....•. 75
Extra Items By The Slice ...••. , . , .•..............15

Good Luck Final Four

**

ITALIAN STYLE HOT SANDWICH
15. Meat Balls •... , .... , .......••.. , ••.......•. 2.70
16. Sausage .
(Peppers & Onions) ..... , ....., ......... .; .•. 2.70
17. Egg Plant Parmigiana •.•...• , ..•..•.....•.• ~ 2.70
18. Vegetarian Sub •.........•.•.......•. , •.... 2.70
19. Pastrami (Onions) ...•........ , ••.. , .•.•• , .• 2.70
20. Steak Sub w/Peppers, Mushroom,
Onions, Melted cheese .. , ....•........•...•• 2.75
21. Pizza Sub ••..•.•...••• , , .........•••.•...• 2.70

Breakfast .69¢
2 eggs hash browns toast & jelly
served 7ari1•11am

**

APPETITO'S
BURGERS • FRIES·

Big "A" Su!.Jburger W/Cheese
Grilled with Wine Sauce, Peppers & Onions •.... 2.50
French .Fries (Thumb Size) , ..•.•.•....•.. , ••.•... 55

SALADS
Tossed Salad., .•.•.•.•.... , .•..•...••• ,.,., .65 dish
Potato Salad . , •..........••.• , •• , , .•••. , •. , .65 dish
Macaroni Salad ......•..••.•• , ••.....•••• , •. 65 dish
Cole Slaw •.• , .••••.•.•. , .••. : ••. , .••••• , ••. 65 dish
Antipasto for 1 ....•••....•..•..••........•..•• 1.95

Anti_pasto for_ 2 -· .•• _. .....

jl

,

•••

"

......

,

• • • • . ,,_.

,

••••

19821ssue on sole now $4
In UNM Dookstore,
Hol1131

ASA~Gotlery,Morron

& selected loco! bookstores

(OWNERS) 2 Guys From Jersey And The Loan Companies Of New Mexico

•

t

2.95

Kosher Dill Pickle , •• , ••... , •.. , , • , .•• , . , , • , . . . . .45
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Expanded NCAA Tournament Ends in Albuquerque

NCAA

SW Louishnn
53
.'
Rutgers 60

Va. Commonweallh 76
La Salle 67

\

Tcnfk...~;

Syracuse 74
Morehead St. 59

Tl!n ncsscc 57

Louisville 70

~Commonwealth

West Virginia 50
James Madison 57

ICinderellas'
To Face Off
Wash, St. 62
Weber St. 52

Jly Steve King

Oklahoma St •.53
Princeton 56

Nonh Carolina St. 69
Pcppcrdine 67

Illinois 49
Utah 52

l
l

St. John's 57
Georgia 60

l.uui"illc 6~
Arkan"" 6;1

54

East

Punlue 6K

Mideast

Gcorniu 82
North Carolina 77
S'l!'acuse 74
Ohio St. 79

Ohio U. 40
Kentucky 57

.

Georgi"
N. Carolina St

Ohio St. 51
North Carolina 64

!'Indue 55
IM'I'n MorTis S~

1\rkUII!\Uio! 78

Louisville HO
i(Cillll<~y (18

Kcnlllcky M
lndium1 57

James Madison 49
North Carolina 68

Oklahoma 49
l11uiun~

lllinnis Si. 49
Ohiu U. 51

Oklahumu 71
Ala.-Binn. 63

6.1

Champions hip Game
Apri

--,-4

l

Mu ·land 52
W_ashinl!loll St 4'1

Murvtand 50
ltouMvn 6<1

Virginia 54
Virginia 95
Boston College 91

l

Princeton 42
Boston College 51

West

Midwest

Vir2inia 63
Nonh Carolina St. 64

l

Hnustnn 70
Memphis Sl. 63

Louisville
lluustun

Houslnn R9
Villan<Wa 71

t-"-....,.,.,.,::L~ani!.:'"~r..:.:s!!.s
__,f
Villunuva 60

N. Carolina Sl. 71
Nev. Las Vegas 70

I

Alahama 50
Lamar 73

._

North Carolina St. 75
Utah 56

'""'"54

Utah 67
UCLA 61

h>wa 64
Iowa 77
Mi.;."ouri (13

Rapid growth ofathlctie programs at U.S. colleges and universities
prompted the NCAA to extend four additionul bids for the 1983
basketball touruament. expanding the field to 52 teams.
The extra bids were pluced in the tournumcnt rcgiom1l bmckcts us illl
additional round of elimination. with one preliminary game in euch of
the four regional tourneys.
The preliminary round pitted Princeton against North Camlina A &
Tin the Western Regional. Xavier ol' Ohio :tgainst Alcorn SUttc in the
Midwest Regional, Georgia Southern agains Robert Morris in the
Mideast Regional. and Boston University against LaSalle in the East
Regional. For the record. Princeton. LaSalle. Robert Morris and
Alcorn State won the contests.
While none of the added teams made the Final Four. Princeton at
least demonstrated an ability to play with teams in the regular 48-tcam
field by upsetting Oklahoma State.

Utah St. 59

•tpp
Ice Cream

GEORGIA's TERRY FAIR slams one home in the tough Southeast Conference tournament.
Fair and his fellow Dawgs will be taking on North Carolina State Saturday afternoon.

BOOT SALE

120 Harvard Dr. SE

Treat Yourself in the Morning
we open at *7:30 a.m. with hot croissants, danish pastry, coffee freshlY
brewed, expresso, cappucino; JUices, squeezed to order
The perfect place to start the day.

Men's and \Vomen's
Ueg. $115.00

NOW $6995
Colors: Brown, Natural.
& Rust Lcalltcr

Othet Selections
by Dingo NOW

$49.95

Afternoon or ... In The Evening
come bY for an old fashioned thick milkshake made with fresh from the dairy
milk and our excellent selection of Quality ice cream, or honey sweetened
natural ice creams.
If you need to re-energize try a piece a baklava with expresso, or cappucino. If
hot chocolate is the way you finish your day, ours is made With fresh whole
milk steamed to order with Quality Italian and Hershey's(li; chocolate.
coffees: fresh brewed premium grade coffee of the day
Expresso, cappucino, Cafe au Lait
Whole bean coffee bY the Lb. or Yz Lb.
Pastry: croissants (regular, whole wheat, almond filled)
assorted danish, carrot cake, cheese cake, baklava, etc.
Juice: fresh SQueezed orange, grapefrUit, carrot and carrot-celery
plus a large selection of p.ure chilled bOttled juice.
We feature Alta Dena dairy products, local milk from Mcllhaney·s Dairy, pastrvs
from Le ChantillY, Cheesecake Factory, Black Forest Bakery and the
Bakery of Whole Grains.

__

NORTH CAROLINA STATE playmaker Sidney Lowe dribbles past some Maryland Tetapins
dming a reg/Jiar season game.

_ _

_

._

_ _ _

_ ~

R1d,- £r()uilin G~tltpia R\o'lf ;mtiiJJ,u..:~

BULLDOG GERALD CROSBY looks for help against South·
east Conference foe Alabama. Georgia was the lone survivor
of the NCAA East Regional.

.. • S

MalljUCIIC 56

Rutgers 55
St, John's 66

Georgia 56
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The two "Cinderella" teams of
this year's NCAA Basketb:tll
Tournament will meet in the opening game of Saturday aftcruoon's
~cmifinal round, when The Wolfpack of North Carolina State University meets the University of
Georgia Bulldogs.
At 1;37 p.m .. little-known players like Thud Bailey and Vern Fleming will show off their talents before
17,000 screamers at University Arena and millions on CBS television.
Coaches Jim Valvano (NC State)
and Hugh Durham (Georgia) have
done credible jobs in getting their
two teams through the likes of North
Carolina, Virginia. Nevada-Las
Vegas <tml St. Johns in their respective regionals, but face an even
tougher challenge in the Final Four.
The 24-9 Da wgs stopped last
year's national eh:tmpion Tar Heels
the WilY they 1\>ught their way
through the tough Southeast Conference - with good defense and
offensive rebounds. Center Terry
Fair anti forwards Fleming and
Lamar Hcartllead the Georgia bonrd
assault.
NC State has labeled itself a
"team of destiny". Dcrreck Whittenberg, Sidney Lowe, along with
Bailey, Jed the 24-10 Wolfpack
through the tough Atlantic Coast
Conference Tournament and the
West regional with steady perform·
anccs.

I

5:107 Mcrmul N.E.
2 Illocks East of Snn Mateo

OPEN SUNDAY
ssa.JS!lll
881-1642

''

..

<·

Closed Easter Sunday
Hours: 7:!0 a.m.•11:DO p.m._Mon.·Thurs.
7:!0 a.m.·12:DO midnight Fri.•Sat.
10:00 a.m.•11:DO p.m. sunday

~·
~·.·.
·
·
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Georgia Bulldogs
University of Georgia Bulldogs (Southeast Conference)
Season Record: 24·9
Coach: Hugh Durham
NCAA Championship Record: 3-0
Career Rec~nd: 17 years- 321·155
Georgia Record: 5 years- 90·60
Colors: Red and Black
Location: Athens, Georgia
Enrollment: 23,400

#

~RHAM

NCAA
••
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4
5
10
13
14
20
22
25
30
31
32
34
35

Name
Gerald Crosby
Elfrem Jackson
Vern Fleming
Glen Ross
Monroe Jones
Derrick Floyd
Horace McMillan
James Banks
Donald Hartry
Richard Corhen
Lamar Heard
Troy Hitchcock
Terry Fair

Pos
G
F
G
G
G
G
F
F
G
F-C
F

c
c

cis
So ..
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.

Ht

6-1
6-.6
6-5
6-3
5-11
6-3
6-5
6-6
6-2
6-6
6-5
7·2
6-7

Age Hometown
19 Birmingham, AL
18 Atlanta, GA
21 New York, NV
19 Tucker, GA
21 H-avensville, KV
21 Miami, FL
19 Quincy, FL
20 Atlanta, GA
19 Milledgeville, GA
19 Albany, GA
21 Cartersville, GA
20 Columbus, GA
22 Macon, GA

Louisville Cardinals
University of Lo~o~isville Cardinals (Metro Conference)
Season record: 32-3
Coach; Denny Crum
NCAA Championship Record: 25-18
Career Record: 12 years- 29!j-77
Louisville record: same
Colors: Red, Black and White
Location: Louisville, Kentucky
Enrollment: 20,000

#
00
4
12
20
21
22
23
30
33
42
45
55

Name
#
10 Tommy DiNardo
12 George McClain
24 Terry Gannon
25 Dereck Whittenburg
30 Harold Thompson
31 Ernie Meyers
33 Alvin Battle
34 Quinton Leonard
35 Sidney Lowe
40 Walt Densmore
41 Thurl Bailey
42 Mike Warren
43 Lorenzo Charles
45 Cozell McQueen

Pos
F
G
G
G
F
G
F
F
G
F
F
F
F

c

cis
Jr.
Fr.
So.
S•·:
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.

Ht

6-5
6-0
6-0
6-1
6-5
6-4
6-7
6-8
6·0
6·6
6-11
6·7
6·7
6-11

Age Hometown
21 Jamesville, NC
20 Rocky Mount, NC
19 Joliet, IL
22 Glenarden, MD
21 Raeford, NC
19 Manhattan, NV
21 Rocky Mount, NC
21 Louisburg, NC
23 Washington, DC
19 Tuscaloosa, AL
22 Seat Pleasant, MD
20 Raleigh, NC
19 Brooklyn, NY
21 Bennettsville, SC

Name
Robbie Valentine
Lancaster Gordon
Kent Jones
Milt Wagner
Scooter McCray
Rodney McCray
Chris West
Manuel Forrest
Charles Jones
Jeff Hall
Danny Mitchell
Billy Thompson

Pos
F
G
G-F
G
F-C
F-C
G
F

cis
Fr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
c Jr.
Fr.
G
G-F So.
Fr.
F

Ht

6·6
6·3
6·2
6·5
6·9
6·7
6·3
6·7
6·8
6·4
6·6
6-8

Age Hometown
19 Radcliffe,. NV
20 Jackson, MS
19 Scooba, MS
20 Camden, Nj
23 Mt. Vernon, NV
21 Mt. Vernon, NV
19 Louisville, KV
20 Louisville, Ky
21 Scooba, Ms
19 Ashland, KV
20 Eckerty, IN
19 Camden, NJ

Houston Cougars

North Carolina State Wolfpack
North Carolina State University Wolfpack (Atlantic Coast Cont.)
Season Record: 24·10
Coach: Jim Valvano
NCAA Championship Record: 16-10
Career Record: 12 years- 196·130
North Carolina State Record: 3 years- 60-33
Colors: Red and White
Location: Raleigh, North Carolina
Enrollment: 22,100
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University of Houston Cougars (Southwest Conference)
Season Record: 30·2
Coach: Guy Lewis
NCAA Championship Record: 21·8
Career Record: 27 years- 529-245
Houston Record: same
Colors: Red and White
Enrollment: 30,000
Location: Houston, Texas

#
10
12
14
20
22
24
30
32
34
40

42
44
50
52
54

Name
Derek Giles
Renaldo Thomas
Eric Dickens
Alvin Franklin
Clyde Drexler
David Rose
Gary Orsak
Benny Anders
Akeem Olajuwon
Larry Micheaux
Michael Young
Reid Gettys
Dan Bunce
David Bunce
Bryan Williams

•

Pos cis
Jr.
G
Fr.
G So.
G Fr.
F Jr.
G Sr.
F So.
F-G So.
C So.
C Sr.
F-G Jr.
F-G So.
C So.
C Sr.
F Sr.

G

Ht

6·3
6·4
6•1
6·2
6-7
6·3
6·7
6·5
7·0
6-9
6-6
6-7
7-0
6-11
6-7

Age Hometown
19 Queens, NV
19 Gary, IN
20 Houston, TX
19 La Marque,TX
20 Houston, TX
25 Houston, TX
19 Alvin, TX
18 Bernice, La
19 Lagos, Nigeria
22 Houston, TX
21 Houston, TX
19 Houston, TX
20 Conroe, TX
21 Conroe, TX
21 Inglewood, CA

NCAA
.

\.

•"'
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Sights

Points of Interest
'· Unlnndly Arena
~. Amfac
J. l!nlvtrsl!y of New Meako

t31

4. llegenl
S, ConvenlLun ,Center

6, Shmlton Old Tow••
7. lllllon

8. lloUdoy Inn
9. American FamUy Lodge
10. DoUor Inn
JJ, F o u r ll. Ro,..al Motor llot.el

aOld Town Pla~a - See the
famous San F~lipe de Ned Church,
complete with the adjacent museum
and· courtyard. Museums, Indian
wares, curio shops and restaurants.

U. Sandia Peak Tnn1way
U, J'drolllypb Stale P!Rk
"23• ..\lbvquerq~ Museum
24. UNM Flae Arlo Museum
Z!. UNM MuweD MUJeum
:16. N•!klaal Alomlc Museum
rT, Museum of NlturJIIIlsiOQ' (Futuro; Site)
28, c......do Sboppin& Center
Z9. RJo Gnade Nature Center
30. Albuquerque Cooventioa & VtsiOI'II ll•r<~•
31. Slndlo Man C1ve, l'lldt.u

aThe Indian Pueblo Cultural
Center - A museum tells the story
of the Pueblo Indians' history (from
their point of view), based on
legends about people emerging from
the earth. Authentic Indian dances,
with narration about their meaning,
will be held Sunday at 1 and 3 p.m.
Also, a restaurant and gift shop,
Open 9 to 5 all week,

13. Cluslc

14. Marriott
JS, Wlnrock '"" and Shopping Center
16. Al~uqUt"'lle ,\II'J>O<I
17. lll!!lo!'lc Old Town
18. Indian l'utblo Cul!urlll Cent<r
19. Rio Grande Zoo
lO. Sandia C ....

aThe Rio Grande Zoo World famous. In addition to the
regular animals, don't miss the ape
house, the rain forest and the herpetarium. Hours are 9 to 5 daily.
Admission is $2.50 for adults, $1 for
children under 16 when accompanied by an adult, no charge for senior
citizens and children under 6.

Popular campsite for ancient Indian

hunt~rs. Over 10,000 Indian petrog·

lyphs have been chipped into the
lava rock. Four hiking trails range
from easy to moderately difficult,
aAibuquerque MuseumNow showing are autochromes, the
beginnings of color photography.
Also exhibited are paintings and
sculpture from the permanent collection; "Explore,'' a show of viewer-participant kinetic sculptures for
kids and playful adults; "Railroad
Boom Ycars," a pictoral history of
Albuquerque and its railro11ds; and
an exhibition of contemporary Indian paintin_gs. Hours are 9 to 5 daily.

Native Americans from the pit house
to the pueblo. Open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Friday; 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday. Closed
Easter Sunday. Admission is free.

Admission is free.
aUNM Fine Arts Museum Progressive and traditional
clay work highlights ''Clay in New
Mexico," Al~o showing are photographs by Joan Mecyers. Hours are
Tuesday through Friday 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m., Saturday 1 to
5 p.m. Closed Easter Sunday.
Admission is free,

NCAA

o-Natibnal Atomic Museum World renowned. Traces the history of nuclear weaponry and energy
from the Manhattan Project to the
present, Included is a 53-minute
film on the history of the bomb,
Hours are 9 to 5 daily. Closed Easter
Sunday.

aMa"well Museum or Anthro•
pology - ''Festas Acoreanas" is a
documentation of Portuguese religious celebrations in California and
the Azores. "People in the Southwest" reveals the development of

special
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aSandia Man Cave, Placi·
tas - Where the remains (and the
drawings) of the Sandia Man, who

may have occupied the cave as early
as 25,000 years ago, were found. It
is the only early man site prepared
for visitation in the Southwest.
There is a wooded picnic area complete with a stream, tables and barbeques,

aSandia Crest - Albuquerque's own ski area. Two chairlifts,
bunny hill, intermediate and advanced slopes. Ski rentals.
aSandi~ Peak Tramway The western hemisphere's longest
tramway transports its passengers
over 2. 7 miles of deep canyons and
breathtaking terrain. The High Finance restaurant is at the top.
Round·trip tickets for the tram are
$7 for adults and $5.19 children.
Children under 5 ride free. Open 9 to
9 daily except Wednesday (5 to 9
p.m.). Jackets or warm sweaters
advised.

uPetroglyph State Park -

' ~~spring Fever"

AT

uRio Grande Nature Center - A showcase of paraphernalia
from the Rio Grande River and Val·
ley with trivia about the Sandia
Mountains and facts about the land,
the wildlife and climate zones. Open
9 to 5 on weekdays.

WELCOME
NCAA

La Paz Margarita Mix
will make a great
Russian Margarita if
youaddvodkaindead
. ·..
oftequila!
But dolit go around
telling everyllocly.

r- Schlotzsky's -,

I
I
1

- 20% off
•
•
•
•
•

Ovation & Yamaha guitars
All Banjos
Randall & C:rate Amps
2 for 1 Sale on Selected String Sets
Buy an Ibanez guitar at 10% off
plus get a tuner Freel (99.50 value)

I1
I
I
I
I

Come In ond Nglster to win a he gullar (worth 99.50)
No purchate n•r••ltlry

143 Harvard SE

265-3315

1
I
I

I
1
I1

~

~

fRESH SEAFOOD RESTAURANT

AND OYSTI!R BAR

WELCOME NCAA
THE PARlY FOR ALL OF ALBUQUERQUE
BIG SCREEN lV's

Pick the Winners at Lobo Miss
The place to shop!

Don't Forget:

GREEN CHILl STEW
BAR-B-QUE

MARGARITAS
BEER

FULL SAR & MENU ALSO AVAilABLE

COUNTRY ROCK WITH "DAVE AIN'T ~1=01="•

4:00 8:00 & 10:00

STROLLING MARIACHIS

Lobo Miss Spectacular Sidewalk Sale
This Weekend ... Saturday, April 2nd!

MARCH31- APRIL 4 11 AM- ON!

Lobo Miss 2118 Central S.E .... Right across from U.N.M.
842·8678

WEVE GOT YOU COVERED!

EASTER SUNDAY BRUNCH!

o-Aibuquerque Convention
Center and Visitors Bureau The place for conventions in the
city, in the heart of downtown Albuquerque, adjacent to the Regent
Hotel. The Chamber of Commerce
office is situated downstairs.

SANDIA PEAK TRAM: The world's longest tramway transports passengers a distance of 2. 7
miles over deep canyons and breathtaking terrain.

Spring
Sale

,.. ,. ....

.

~

I

.I
Special Tournament Hours
I
Friday, April 1 lk
I
I
Saturday, April 2
1I
Late Night Cocktails. Until 2a.tn.
I
Lunch 11·3
II
Happy Hour 3·6

I
I
Sandwiches and more! 1

Bring this coupon. Offer expires 4-5-83

M~U
Small

Original Schlotzsky . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . • . . . .
Cheese Schlotzsky. . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Ham Schlotzsky . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. • . . .. .. . . .. . . . . • . . . .
Guacamole Schlotzsky.................................

·I

Easter Sunday, April 5 I

I
I
I
I

Serving Continuously 12-lOp.m.

1414 Central Ave. S.E
247 ..CAFE

2.20
2.10
2.30
2.40

Medium

Large

2.55
2.45
2.65
2. 75

4. 75
4.55
4.95
5.05

Soup of the Day .......•.....••...•.•.......••...•..... 1.00 Cup

1.50 Bowl

Chips. _.
Pickles ••.•.•.. • .. · · • • · · • • • · · • · · · · • · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • · • · · · · · · · · · · ·
Jalapenos . -. -. ............................................................. •.••.•
_
Green Chile ................................................-.•.•••••••..•..•
Guacamole Extra . • . . . . • . • • . • • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . .
Guacamole w/Chlps .................................................... • .
Call Alaead For Qufclrer Sef'IJice & Carry Out.
t

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. -. •

•

•

•

•

•

.. •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.• .. •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•. •

•

•

•

OPEN 7 DAYS•A•WEEK 11 AM to 9 PM Mon.·Sat. 11 AM to 8 PM Sun.

~

~

f.

l

.f

~
f

f

.
u;"'
'rht .Pit

Dinner 5 .. 12

II

Free drinks with each order

f

"

.
•

a

t
~

........m...
,..,,,,;
.,...,.,
Gib$ort

t

f

~

A;,.,,.
2114 Central SE•.•••••••. ,, .•••842-9597
5901 Central N.E.,., ••••...• , •.255·1223
3244 San Mateo N.E.••. , •..••..883-0609
Wyoming and Menaul .• 1 •• , ••••• 294-1641
ElDorado Square,, .••..• , .•.•. 299-1824
6130.. 4thN.W. , , •• , .... , . , . , ••.• 345·6820
5303 Gibson s.E....... ' ...•...•266-0966

Just West of Yale
Just West of San Pedro
Laramie Square North of Candelaria
Hoffmantown Shopping Center
Juan Tabo & Montgomery .. . .. _
Between Montano & Osuna by Valley Bowl
Across from Lovelace Medical Center

•

•

.35
• . 1;5
1
2
.60
.95

I
I
I
I

I
1

I

I
I
1
1

I
1

I

I
I
I
II

I
I

I
II .
1I
I

L---------------------·---~

Conveniently located between H25 and University

•
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Dining:...______________
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Americau
Anchor Inn (JOO 20th St.. Rio Rancho: 892-!21 I)
American cuisine with a great view
ofthcdty and mountains. Prices range
from $4.50 to $18.50. Cocktails.
High Noon (425 San Felipe Blvd.
NW: 765-1455)
Southwestern atmosphere serving
American and Mexican dishes. Prices
range from $4.65 to $14.95. Full liquor license.

••
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Luna Mansion (Highways 6 and 85.
Los Lunas: 865-7333)

I< & Z SERVICE
H1r~

!:iP~CIALIZING

VOLKSWAGONS

fji~}.~g9<"C.~.,r

IN AIR

!\f!/U; .

and

.-;< .......

\~~/ ;1/""")\r··.

WATER COOLf:D VWs

~~ '-L ·

MAJOR
and
MINOR REPAIR

This colonial mansion features
American cuisine and tasteful atmos·
phere. Prices range from $4.95 to
$19.95. Full liquor license.
Maria Teresa {618 Rio Grande Blvd.
NW: 242·3900)
American cuisine in turn-of-thecentury haciendu. Prices range from
$2.70 to $8.95. Full liquor service.
Hennigan's Tavern (21 05 Louisiana
Blvd. NE; 884-1665)
The touch of an Irish pub with
American food and full liquor service.
Prices range from $3 to $8.50.
Liquid Assets (6942 Montgomery
Blvd. NE: 881-6466)
Enjoy an atrium and sunroom with
American food. Prices range from
$3.95 to $13.95. Full liquor service,
Happy hour two for one from 3 p.m. to
7 and 10 p.m. to close.

U:AO AVE. SE
lLI:AD and CORNELL)
25b-2210

\.
MONDAYthru FRIDAY
b to b

------------------------,
KOSHER STYLE
Hot Dogs
anyway
you
nke

cooking. Prices range from $3 to $11.
Beer and wine license.

$4.50. Dancing after 9 p.m.

Ivory Chopsticks (851 0 Indian
School Road NE: 296-2593)
Szechuan speciality in a Polynesian
setting. Prices range t'rom $2.95 to
$9,95. Full liquor license.

Baca's Mexican Restaurant !3311
Central 265-2636)
Mediterranean atmosphere. Prices
range from $3.95 to$7 .25. Open daily
for lunch and dinner. Full liquor service.

Mandarin (4013 Carlisle Blvd. NE:
883-2521)
Cantonese and Mandarin cuisine
served in a casual atmosphere. Prices
runge from $3.50 to $10.50. Beer and
wine license.

4·20·83 I
Roxy (9500 Montgomery Blvd. NE:
298-1858)
Nostalgic journey to old Roxy
Theatre with American and intemational cuisine. Specialties are prime
rib and crab legs. Prices range from
$5.95 to $15.95. Full liquor service.

BUY ONE

TOP DOG
GET ONE

FREE

Continental
coupon
only

Lomas at Yale or 4711 Menaul

-----------------------WELCOME NCAA!!
New Mexico's finest handcrafted
Indian Jewelry
is ot

FELIPE'S
•

1n

Old Town
(505) 242-4784

AI Monte's {1306 Rio Grande Blvd.
NW: 243-3709)
Speciality is veal prepared in a variety of ways. Prices range from $4.50
to $13.50. Full liquor service.
Customs House (800 Rio Grande
Blvd. NW: 842-6765)
International specialties featuring
veal. prime beef and fresh seafood.
Prices range from $8.95 to $15.95.
Full liquor service,

Minato (Public Service Bldg .. Fourth
Street and Silver Avenue SW; 2432222)
Traditional Japanese atmosphere
and specialties such as sushi, tcmpura
and teryaki. Prices range from $7.05
to $14.50. Full liquor license.

Oriental

By Robin Anderson

Long after the Gchocs of the NCAA Final Four
crowds fade from the arcn11. the University of New
Mexico will feel the effects of this show of shows in
college basketball.
"One important effect of luwing the Final Four here
is it gives UNM and the athletic department exposure
throughout the nation. I think if we operate the tournament well .it will be good exposure," said John Bridgers, UNM men\ athletic director.
"It's already given the University and the city of
Albuquerque more television and radio exposure than a
million dollars could buy." Bridgers said,
The major benefit for the UNM athletic pmgram is
the $120,000 Bridgers said it would receive from the
NCAA. UNM also gets all revenues from parking.
UNM men's basketball Coach Gary Colson says the

Seafood

Italian

By Dennis Pohlman
Four men in matching blazers left
Albuquerque on fast planes last
weekend, each with a special package and a mission to perform.
The men were not spies or secret
agents, but members of the Team
Hosts Committee preparing for the
NCAA basketball tourney.
Team hosts Ed Sharpe, Jim Schumacher, Ed Geiger and Mike Danoff
each traveled to a site of regional

Red Lobster (5555 Montgomery
Blvd. NE; 884-4445) Specialties include fresh oysters on the half shell,
prices range from $4.99 to $12.39.
Full liquor service.

Capo's Piazza (Lomas Boulevard at
8th Street NW: 242-2007)
Specialties of lasagna. shrimp and
eggplant parmesan in a attractive setting. Prices range from $3.60 to
$7,75.

Rio Grande Yacht and Sporting
Club (2500 Yale Blvd. SE: 242-6111 l
SeafllOd and steaks plus a tropical
atrium. Scampi and BBQ ribs are the
specialty. Prices range from $7.50 to
$18.50. Full liquor license.

Villa di Capo (722 Cen.trul Ave. SW:
242-2006)
Enjoy the specialties of lasagna and
veal on an outside patio. Prices range
from $3.60 to $7.75. Beer and wine
license only.

Liquid Assets (6910 Montgomery
Blvd, NE; 881-6476)
Prime rib, crab, quiche, seafood.
Prices range from $4 to $15.00 liquor.
Ftrll liquor license.

••
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JOHN BRIDGERS

playoffs to .escort Final Four teams
to the tourney and io deliver a very
valuable package - each team's
share of tournament tickets. This
year, each Final Four school got 400
of the coveted tickets.
Committee chairman, Dan off,
who went
the West regional in
Ogden, Utah, says the hosts are a
courtesy to the coaches, and players
participating in the tourney have instructions to make themselves available to each school's coach.

to

"We don't want to get in their
way," says Danoff, "We just want
to ensure that every coach and player
on thi!SC teams enjoys their stay in
Albuquerque and isn't distracted by
hotel reservations, parking trouble
or <~nything else.
"These teams are coming here
with only one thing in mind - winning the national championship. "
Danoff has handled teams participating in the Lobo Invitational for
eight years and knQwS firsthand the

difficulties that can arise.
"Things that no one can anticipate always come up," he said,
"Directions can be wrong, transportation can arrive late, hotel
rooms can be noisy - that sort of
thing.
"We want these teams to say,
win, lose, or draw, that Albuqucr·
que was a good place to visit and the ·
city did everything it could to make
sure the teams would do well," he
said.

MIKEDANOFF

Steaksmith (88 Coronado Center NE;
883-3883)
Steak and seafood in rustic ·setting.
Specialties include steak. lobster spi·
nach cheese balls and fish spcc.ials.
Full liquor license. Prices range from
$8 to $18. Open Monday through
Saturday for lunch and dinner. ''

Caruso's (5626 Mcnaul Blvd. NE:
884-3050)
.
Italian food in a casual European
atmosphere. Specializing in lasagna
and manicotti. Prices are from $2.95
to 4.65.

Mexiean.

Paris Shoe Stores introduces
Famolare's "PLOSIVE// insoles!

-....••
,
,,.......
......
,,
,.......

High Finance (Top of the Tram; 2439742)
The most unique of settings. A
spectacular view of the city from Sandia Peak. Specializing in prime rib.
steak Diane. Also available nrc seafood and children's menu. Prices arc
from $7 to $20. full liquor service.

Cervantes .Resturant (5801 Gibson
Blvd. SE: 262-2253)
New Mexican food. The Albuquer·
que Tribune is said to have rated these
enchiladas as the best. Prices are from
$4.95 to $8.50 per plate. full liquor
service.

/ ...... i,

/

\

• • • • • • •1

Vegetarian

•••••• 1

••••••

Morning Glory Cafe (2933 Monte
Vista Blvd. NE: 268-7040)
"Albuquerque's only additive-free
restaurant." Wide variety of specials
and meat from Keller farms. Fresh
vegetables and fruits. Prices range
from $2 to $4.75 for breakfast; $2.50
to $4.75 for lunch; and $4 to $3 for
dinner. No liquor.

---- - ,
.........
··········'
••••••••••
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On major natural brands of
vitamins, minerals, herbs,
and protein supplements.

READ MOim ABOUT IT:

•

Send for our FREE catalog
1
Write to:
•
P.O. Box Dept. A 2325 Corrales N.M., 87048

€l~
'"Enterprises

Hundreds of tiny reflexive shock
absorbers called PLOSIVES are in
four strategic locations in the sole
to massage your feet while
you walk. Combined with Famolares
wavy bottoms, you'll look
and feel great!

NOW THROUGH APRIL 4th

15 to 50'ro OFF
WELCOMES N.C.A.A. FANS
CLOSEST SEBRING HAIR CENTRE
TO UNIVERSITY ARENA.

NCAA

Steaks and Chops

Carraro's ( 108 Vassar Drive SE: 2682300)
Italian food in an old world atmosphere. Specialties include lasagna,
eggplant parmesan and pizza. Prices
rangefrom$4.50to $9.50. Open daily
for lunch and dinner.

Bird of Paradise Restaurant (5211
Gibson Blvd. SE; 255-1736)
China City (6136 Fourth St. NW:
Mexican food, some American.
345-0848)
The specialty is the combo plate. Full
Casual atmosphere and Cantonese liquor service. Prices arc $2.85 to

a unisex salon

CBS phrase "Tiw Ro~d to Albuquerque" has been sent
into millions of. homes during college basketball games
this season.
'
"When l was in New York, Washington. D.C .• and
HQUSton last week. every night I watched the news
Albuquerque was mentioned." Colson said.
''This is the go!ll at the end of the rainbow, and the
rainbow's going to stop here," he said. "The cameras
can't show the floor of the· arena without showing the
UNM logos."
Colson says national coverage of the Final Four gets
UNM in the homes of athletes he couldn't even send a
letter to.
"Who knows," he said, "some 7cfooter in South
Georgia could be watching the games and decide he
wants to come here."
''This is a great way to sell the institution and state,''
says UNM President John Perovich. ''And l think New
Mexico is a great place, worth showing off."

Host Committee Members Escort Precious Cargo

Pelican's (9800 Montgomery Blvd.
NE: 298- 7678)
Nautical ntmosphere where the specialty is fresh seafood. Prices range
from $5.95 to $12.94. Full liquor
license.

Cocina de Carlos (4901 Lomas Blvd
India Kitchen ( II 048 Montgomery NE. 255-5079)
Blvd. NE: 292-7790)
All varieties of Mexican food.
Specialties are curry dishes. vegeta- Nightly entertainment features classicrian cuisine. Prices range from $5.15 al and flamenco guitarists. Beer and
to $6.25. No liquor license.
Wine. Prices: $4.50-$5.25.
La Nouvelle, {first Plaza: 242-5242)
Candlelight and French nmrvcau
cuisine with prices ranging from
$12.50 to $18. Reservations recommended. Full liquor service.

•
City, UNM Bask 1n
Spotlight

Mexican Kitchen (4917 4th St. NW:
344-5315)
Casual, Southwestern atmosphere.
Known for their stuffed sopaipillas.
Pri.ces from $3.50 to $8.95. Open
Monday through Saturday for lunch
and dinner.

:

Prime House (9401 Coors Blvd. NW:
897-1210)
Specialities include prime rib.
UvVNI:I<S: JAM!:!:. f<AtL
prime steak and chops, seafood. Prices
JOSEPH LAMOI~A
range from $5.95 to $16.95. Pleasant
view of city in a modern atmosphere.
expires I Full liquor service.

~4Uo

UNM
Location
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ARMY·NAVY GOODS
P

504 YALE SE

265-7777
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When you buy a pair of Famolares,
throw a dart at our dartboard, break
a balloon and save $1.00 to $10.00 -.
or get a Famolare T-Shirt FREE
a $4.95 value.
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Downtown • Winrock
Montgomery Plaza

!=ashlon Footwear for Young Adults
vVInrock's North Mall

Paris - Winrock
In The Other Side
Will be open Easter Sunday
Nooh to 5 prn

Pa!!c JH. New Mexico Duily Lobo. Spociul Edition. Murch 31. 19H3
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First Arena
Grows Up

NCAA

By Robin Anderson

\
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THE PIT has become an interchangeable name with the University Arena since the building
was opened in 1966. Some 55,000 cubic yards of earth were removed from the ground to form
the basis for the seating area.

~l~~l!
!i~%1JX!IJl

aa~Ui~!

BEFORE UNIVERSITY ARENA, the UNM basketball teams played in Johnson Gymnasium, the site of the National Association of Basketball Coaches
Converse All American game Sunday Ahernoon.

t~'~The;~Best Be;;-IAI; i:U::bre~~

Create your own fresh, frothy, natural beer with our complete"
\ brewing l<its.
I At Crystal1v\ountain we help you put it all together: The finest

( step·by·.step pr.oced. ures- everything you need to make 5 gallons,.

~ 9L&~Il~~ ~<t.'1~1~'!l;~m~'l4. ~~~~• •• : .................. • · • •• · ••... • i
\Choose !rom:

Crystal LagerS

A COMMON SIGHT in the mid·60s were
workers on steel beams that support the
roof of the Arena.

UniversitY Arena, till! site of the
NCAA c11ampionsllips this
weekend. has been nicknamed the
Pit since it broke ground in 1966 as
the first underground ari!Ill\ ever
built.
In 1957. Johnson Gymnasium
was built with an arcnn that
accommodated 7.000 funs. By 1965
the building was no longer able to
handle the ncar 20-pcrcent increase
in attendance since 1957.
Then-UNM President Thomns
Lafayette Popejoy decided a new
arena was necessary and had three
key ideas .incorporated into the
building.
The first was to place all scats
below ground level. which would
mean a savings in slructure cost and
would make the facility easier to
heat and cool. The second w;ts to
prepare a basketball arena only. The
last was to provide bleacher-type
seating (hroughout.
The arena cost about $1,5 million
to build and seated 14,821. The roof
was the first thing construclcd. then
a 56-foot hole was dug in which the
arena was built. Fifty-live thousand
cubic feet of earth wus removed and
about 28,000 yurds of concrete were
pouted.
·
The contract for the arena was
signed Dec. 17. 1965. The first
game was played Dec. 1. 1966.
The court is 37,5 feet below
ground level. A rnmp that enables
game participants to commute between the locker rooms and the playing floor is 8 feet wide and. 12 feet
high with an I !l percent incline.
The concourse is 25,000 feet in
diameter and constitutes 25 percent
of the floor space in the building
with 100 doors in banks of I 0 leading out.
ln 1975. a new televison loft and
2,300 sc~ts were added to the Pit.
which now accommodates 17.131.

Ingredients and equipment

Fight to Host Finals Nearly Lost
By Eric Maddy
The NCAA Final Four tournament is probably one of the biggest
events in New Mexico's history. But
the many years of politicking. maneuvering and hard work by several
Albuquerque officials was nc:J_rly
wasted when the UNM basketball
program was put on probation for
three years for academic and recruiting violations.
Although no fonnal motion or action was taken by the NCAA,
rumors persisted that New Mexico
would lose the finals. At least one
coach, Bobby Knight of Indiana,
was quoted as saying the finals
should be taken away because of
cheating at UNM.
New Mexico was scheduled to
host the 1982 West regionals, which
were later awarded to Brigham
Young because the Lobo basketball
program was on probation.
"The infractions committee docs
its own work. and the basketball
committee (which selects the sites
for the tournament) does its own
work,'' said Tom Jerndstadt, assistant NCAA director. "They both
represent the NCAA.
"1 think the fact that the championships are being held in Albuquerque speaks for itself,'' Jcrndstadt said. "The fact that John
Bridgers and others were in charge
may have had some influence on the
infractions commiltce decision.

"If the school had been on probation, it may have been something for
the committee to consider,'' he said.
"But because the University of New
Mexico basketball program is not on
probation, it is a moot point."
The decision to award the finals to
Albuquerque in the first place was

After gaining membership to the
special events committee and continued lobbying of the basketball
committee, McDonald again bid for
the finals in I 978. An entourage of
several UNM and civic leaders made
presentations to the committee,
On July 13, 1978, the committee
voted 5-1 to award the 1983 finals to
Albuquerque over McNichols Arena
in Denver and Seattle's Kingdome,
which will host the '84 finals.
McDonald said the committee chase
New Mexico over the other sites for
several reasons, including:
*UNM was the only collegiate
facility left in the final consideration.
*University Arena had been expanded to seat 17, 121 rather than
15,000. The NCAA had increased
required seating earlier that year.
*University Arena had hosted the
1978 West regional, which drew
35,894 fans in two days even though

NCAA

d.irector of the Albuquerque Convention and Visitors Bureau.
"We gave a slide presentation
with only 26 slides, but each one of
those slides had a purpose ~ to get
lhe comn1ittee people thinking about
Albl!qucrquc. "The people from
Seattle and Denver gave the basic
slide presentation that you would
sho\v to the Boy Scouts, or to any
group trying to book a convention,''
Poole said. "We tailored our presentation lo just how great of a thing
it would be for Albuquerque and
New Mexico to have lhc finals, and
how great it would be for them. I still
think we were right in both cases."

~
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If You've Got a Losing Hand,
You Can A·lways Play Cl-ubs

... A·Mi Gusto Lounge <flo
(1240 Coors S. W. l Happy hour
from 2 to 6 p.m. Saturdays. Drink
specials: 30-cen~ draft Coors beer.
Entertainment: Navaginton (Spanish dance).
"'AI Monte's <flo (1306 Rio
Grande N.W.) Drink prices: $1.25
draft beer, $1.95 small carafe of
wine, $1.75 well drinks.

"' Archie"s Lounge <flo (4525
Isleta Blvd. S.E.) Drink prices: 85cent draft beer, $1.25 glass of wine,
$1.50 well drinks.
"' Bird
of
Paradise
Restaurant <S/o_(5211 Gibson Blvd.
S.E.) Happy hour from 2 to 6 p.m.
Drink specials: SO-cent well drinks
from 4 to 6 p.m. daily; 2-for-1 wine
and well drinks from 7 to 9:30p.m.
Monday through Saturday, 5:30 to
7:30 p.m. Sunday. Entertainment

this week through Saturday: Ken
Del (country-western). The Good
Times Band (country-western) will
take over Sunday.
"' Black Angus <flo Happy hour
from 7 to 9 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 9 to close Thursday. Drink
specials: 2-for-1 drinks Thursday;
Bell-ringer specials Friday; $1 bolla
drinks Saturday. Entertainment this
week: Live Wire (Top 40).
"' Bogart's c\b (Montgomery
Plaza) Happy hoor from 7 to 9 p.m.
Thursday and Friday, 4 lo 7 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday. Drink .specials: 3-for-1 well, wine and draft on
Thursday: 2-for-1 all drinks daily.
Entertainment: Sassy Jones (rock)
upstairs. The Magnetics (rock)
downstairs.

p.m. daily; $3 cover charge on Fri·
day and Saturday. Ladies' drink specials: 35 to 70 cents. Men's drink
specials: '2-for-1 for all drinks. Entertainment: Back at the Ranch
(country-western) during happy
hour, Tommy St. Johns (countrywestern) through Saturday.
"' Charlie's Uack Door <flo
(8224 Menaul N.E.) Happy hour
frbm 4;30 to 7 p.m. daily except
Saturday. Drink specials: 2-for-1
call drinks, 99-cent well drinks. Entcrtaimnent; juke box.
"' Chelsea <flo (Coronado Center) Happy hour from 5 to 8 p.m.
Monday through Saturday. Drink
specials: 2-for-1 all drinks; $1 margaritas 9 to close Thursday. Entertainment: Dave Evans (Top 40).

"' Caravan East <flo (7605 Central N.E.) Happy hour from4:30 to 7

"' Country Bar-B·Q and
Lounge c\b (Corrales Road) Drink
continued on page 20
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Alight, smooth tas.te: .

. $39.. 8·5 .
are also available separately'
Amber Ale D -send for free brochure. D
Aflavorful. golden brew:
$39.85
0 Check
0 Money order
European Dark Ale 0
o MasterCard 0 VISA
~ A rnclluw. Old World flavor: $41.00
Please allow 4-6 weeks far delivery.
1
Irish Stout 0
Add $5.80 lor shipping and handling
:~:ecl<lrk and full hodie.d: $44.00
Texas residents add 5% sales to~. ;l~
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LOBO CROWDS have been in the top three in national attendance for the
last ten years.
-- :zrA·--->:.

the culmination of many efforts. the host team had been upset in an
Former UNM Athletic Director earlie.rround by Cal State-Fullerton.
Lavon McDonnld was. one of the
prime movers in landing the finals.
*Albuquerque had no professionAs a member oF the NCAA extra al te;Jm to compete for fan interest,
events committee, McDonald super- compared to Denver and Seattle.
vised three appointments to the bas*The University agreed to add a
ketball committee. McDonald and
press
building to accommodate the
Ike Singer, assistant athletic direc500 members of the media
estimated
tor, also wined and dined fellow
who
will
cover
the finals.
committee members and extolled
the virtues of Albuquerque and UniBut another person who made a
versity Arena.
pitch tb the basketball committee
has differing opinions. "I think the
UNM bid for the 1979 finals, main reason we got the finals, from a
which were later awarded to Salt sales standpoint, is the tremendous
Lake City, shortly after McDonald fan support the Lobo basketball
became athletic director in 1973. "I team gets,'' says Bob Poole, former
found out then what you had to do to
r-et the darn thing," McDonald said
i11 a recent interview with the Albuquerque Journal. "Like anything
elst>, you have to politic for it."

= . . -----~

If you spend time and money fixing
· your foreign car•••

THIS APPLICATION WILL

·SAVE YOU BOTH
Membership Application
National Discount Club
NAME---------------------AOORESS--------------------~-

, CITY - - STATE

-----t.tP -

TYPE OF CAR

YEAR - -

TYPE OF CAR -----------YEAR - PHONE NUMBER-----------------The und~rsigned agrees to abide by the mambershlp terms as

staled on the reverse side of this application.

Montgomery at Eubank
298-7678
Welcome NCAA Tournament
· Show your NCAA ticket stub
for a FREE COCKTAIL!
Dinner lrom 5 p.m. daily
HAPPY HOUR
4:30·7:00, Mon.-Fri.

Seaf111111,
,.'tealls~••
and •uch •ore!

Choose from our selection of
fresh fish, juicy steaks, prime rib
. or lobster. Or a delicious
chicken enJree. Or shrimp and crab.
All served in a seaside atmosphere
of nautical relic• cmd natural wood.

SIGNATURE - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

nclo:ets avallable at Tlck\!tml~Stet or
Albuquerque CMc Ught Opera Association

ltftplngyourfordgncar or light truek In good repair Is an uperulvc.proposl•

business office. Call345-6577

tlonthese days. Sowe'regtvlngyou a bfeakllolnourDiscountCktb,and saYC on
llmost any plirehiRI

Book by Michael Stewart, Music and
Lyrics by Jerry Herman, based on the
original play by Thornton Wilder.
March 25 i 26 • 27 • 29 • 30 • 31
Aprlll•2•3

Your Beck/Arnley Foreign Car
and Truck Parts Store

Curtain Time 81 15 PM
SUnday Matinee Only 2:15

EUROPEAN AUTO PARTS
8211 Central HE
265·8853
Visa-MASTERCARD
MOH·FRI
8:30·5:30
SAT 9·1

ALBUQUERQUE CMC UGHt OPERA ASSOCJAnON
,.,. . . .

!~.~

..................

:~

• • • i.lltil-<

TUESDAY- SHRIMP PEEL

2 lor 25¢- All Hight Long!
WEDNESDAY-- STEAMED MUSSELS

Only 2.95 Dozen!
THURSDAY- FRESH OYSTERS
Only 35¢ Each!
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Duke City Famous for Its Many Cultures

UNM wus Jbundc:d by t/1c Tcrrilo·

Albuquerque, wi.th a population
of 425,000, is New Mexico's largest
city, It was named for a Spanish
duke, Don Francisco Cuervp y
Valdes, the 13th duke of Albuquerque.

ri;l/ Legisi!Jttlre in 1889 ;md opened
Its doors to student.~· three ye11rs /iller. Now lhc University's /,000plus filculty urc he;1vily involve~/ in
rcscllrdllllld stress 1/CIIdcmic excellence. More 1h1111 2'2,000 students
(uvcmgc ugc, 26} 111/c:nd this institution. which offers more tlwn 4.000
courses. The ·(:umpus un:a L'OVCI'S
.1·ome 600 acres.

\

··"
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In 1706, Albuquerque was founded by a group of colonists who had
been granted permission by King
Phillip of Spain to establish a new
villa on the banks of the Rio Grande.

Welcome

Two or three Indian pueblos were
already in the vicinity, and the colonists chose a place where the river
made a wide curve, and thus provided good irrigation for crops. as
well as a source of wood from the
bosque. Also, the nearby mountains
allowed for mutua) aid - protection and trade with the Indian~.

NCAA

WHEEL DRIVE

1706 CENTRAL S.E.

QUALITY CYCLING PARTS

&

Because the early Spanish settlers
were religious people, the first
building erected here was a small
adobe chapel. Its plaza was surrounded by small adobe homes.

ACCESSORIES

NEW BRIDGESTONE & KUWAHARA BIKES
USED BIKES FROM $ 25

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

&

REPAIRS

Overhaul (complete) .$ 35'; Tune Up $ 15'

The church, San Felipe de Neri,
still stands. Remodeled a11d several
times enlarged, the church has
adobe walls that were part of the
original structure. San Felipe de
Neri is the hub of Old Town - the
historic and sentimental heart of
Albuquerque. To this day, special
holidays and feast days are still commemorated in this "original" Albuquerque.

EXPERT REPAIRS ON MOPEDS, VESPA SCOOTERS
& HONDA / YAMAHA MINI CYCLES

~------------243-8443------------~

universal travel service
WE ISSUE TICKETS I,'OR ALL
AIRLINES

~~~c~1to~

E

w

No Charge for
Our Services

t.O

N

s

LOCATED AT RICHMOND & CENTRAL
255-8665

3019 Central NE

"Hey Buddy, Wanna Buy a Ticke~?"
Scalper Paradise Unfolds This Week
By Dennis Pohlman

ONE DRAGON
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Spfclallze In Szechuan Cuisine (spicy)
Hours: 11 :30-Bp.m. Mon.-Fri. 5-9p.m. Sat.

DllUlER

.

$3.49 per person FOR ALL YOU CAN EAT
1)
2)
3)
4)

Fried Alee
Chow Mein
sweet and Sour Chicken
Garlic Beef

5) Hot & Sour Cabbage
6) Szechuan Chicken
7) Fried Wanton
5 of the above items served daily

Wide variety of choices at reasonable prices
From Cantonese Manderin to Szechuan
Nice quiet & warm atmosphere
Banquet room available for special groups of 40-60 people
Ca'!Y-out also!
::l::l:l ~orueU SE
(At Centrai ...Across from U.N.M.)
Phone .255-4222

Hey budc(\'! Yeah, you -gotta ticket for the· games?
Probably people won't. accost
you on the street to try to sell you
a ticket to the NCAA basketball
championship. because anybody
that wants tickets probably has
bought them, and few arc willing
to give them up unless the price is
more than tight.
But money talks. as the saying
goes. and when it comes to
NCAA tickets. money shouts. It
takes a high roller to afford a lastminute ticket from a "scalper."
who reportedly has gotten more
than $1,000 per ticket locally.
The want ads and bulletin boards
have a number of" good seats -

501'5

Shrink To Fit

Bootcut
Fashion Jeans

Wrangler
.cords

Sedgefield
Fashion Jeans

$16.99

University Arena scats 17.121

prices: $1. I 0 bottle beer, $ 1. 25
glass of wine, $1.75 and up for
drinks. Entertainment: Kit Hayes.
Norman Everett and Bill Pegrim
(country-western).
... Flame Lounge rSP (3700 4th
St. N. W.) Drink prices: 50-cent
wine, 50-cent draft, 90-ccnt well.

"' Friar's Pub rSP (6825 Lomas
N.E.) Happy hour from 4 to_7 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Drink.spc·
cials: $1 well,. $1 wine, 75-ccnt
beer, high calls discount 25-ccnts.
Entertainment: The Tapes (rock).
"' Golden Tee Lounge rSP (904
Eubank Blvd. N.E.) Happy hour
from 4 to 7 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Drink specials: 75-cent bot·
tle beer, 50-cent draft, $1 well. Entertainment: Eagle Creek (country•
western).

"' Florentine Lounge rSP (5025
Central Ave. N.E.} Happy hour
from 4 to 6 p.m., 10 to I I p.m. ,
Monday through Friday. Drink spe"' Graham Central Station rSP
cials: Half-price well. 60-oz. pitcher (3301 Juan Tabo) Drink specials:
$2.50. Free chips all day.
25-cent well, wine and beer 6 to 8

men's
NOW OPEN
Sundays 11·4

shop
2120 Central SE
243-6954

Those local fans lucky enough~
to have their names drawn from·'
the more than 200.000 applications received when the tickets
were on sale for $40 a piece last
spring will have a tough time resisting offers of $1,000 and more
from out-of-towncrs. It is possible that 1hc event will be seen in
person by more people from outside New Mexico than area residents.

p.m. Thursday; 25-ccnt beer, well
and wine 6 to 8 p.m. Friday. 'No
cover before 8 p.m. Saturday; after 8
p.m. cover charge is $2 for .ladies,
$3 for men. $1 well. wine and beer
from 6 to close. Entertainment: Dis·
co, funk with a disc jockey Thursday; The Back Doors, recreation of the
Doors. on Friday. $3 advance tickets at Giant Ticket Outlets or·
Graham; Dance music with a disc
jockey Saturday.
"' Hotbrau Lounge rSP (7601
Mcnaul N.E.) Happy hour from 7to
9 p.m. daily. Drink specials: All
drinks 2-forc I.

continued on page 22

FROM PARTIES TO THE PIT,
WE'RE . YOUR ONE-STOP
SNACK SHOP ...

w

z

lobo

for regular Lobo home games.
and fewer seats than that will be
available for the NCAA championship. since some seats will
accommodate extra members of
the press. Paid seats may only - .
amount to a little over 13.000
after the freebies arc subtracted.

Clubs--------continued from page 19

Levi's

cheap" still available. if you've
got the money.
Some of the available tickets
no doubt come from the freebie
tickets allocated to state officials.
university administrators and
visiting schools. They get tickets
because they furnish the money
that keeps UNM basketball
going. according to the Sports In·
formation Department.
lfyou'rejust an ordinary fan or
a UNM student. you arc absolutely last oil the list when it comes to tickets. In fact. it is the
constant hassle over the few tickets available at college sites that
is behind the NCAA intention to
move the games to bigger arenas.
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The spread of Albuquerque,
however, can be traced to two
changes in the early development of
the area. First. the Rio Grande
changed its course farther west.
causing a slight shifi in the population. Second. the railroad came to
Albuquerque in 1880 and ''New
Town" grew along the tracks -·
two miles east of Old Town.
' From the beginning, Albuquerque was a trade and transportation

center, It was an important station
on the Old Chihuahua Trail, an extension of the. Santa Fe trail that
leads into Mexico.

as elevations and temperatures vary,
so does the weather. It has been
known to snow or rain in one section
of the city with nary a flake or drop
in the other are::~s of town.
Between 1850 and 1875, many
The Sandia Mountains visually
efforts were established to protect dominate the city and exert a great
the westward migration, and Albu- influence on its climate. Rising to
quc;rque was a major supply center . 10,680 feet, they work as a bulwark
for these forts. During that same against storms that sweep across the
period, merchandising companies plains of the Midwest. In 3Ummer,
began establishing warehouses and great thunderheads build up over the
stores in Albuquerque. Manufac- mountains resulting in brief, dramalured goods from t~e East were tic showers for the city,
brought in, while hides, pelts, lives•
The Sandias rank among the citock, lumber and minerals were ty's greatest recreational assets- a
shipped out.
mountain playground at the city's
Albuquerque never saw the "law- doorstep, There are picnic areas,
Jess" days of the frontier, as did horsebacktrailsandhikingtrails;caother western towns, because when
that time came (the last quarter of the
19th Century), there was a culture
here that was already a century-anda-half-old.

nyons, streams and ski runs in the
S11ndia Mountains.
Because of the mild winters, comfortable summers and invigorating
elevation, it is possible for people to
be outdoors much of the time.
Albuquerque's year-round calender of events includes a major arts
and crafls fair; the annual New Mexico State Fair, which is one of the 10
largest in the country; hot air balloon
events, including the International
Balloon Fiesta: Christmas activities
i11cluding a specialluminaria tour of
Old Town, and events at the lndi:1.n
Pueblo Cultural Center, a museum
that offers an intimate look at the
people and art of New Mexico's 19
.Indian pueblos.

NCAA
special
edition·

Today. much of Albuquerque's
appeal comes from the subtle blending of the three cultures which comprise the majority of its fabric Indian, Spanish and AngloAmerican, Each has left its mark in
food, music, religion, art, customs,
architecture. traditions and atti·
tudes.
Because Albuquerque covers so
much geography, it includes a sur'
prising diversity of terrain.
In the north and south valleys
along the river, elevations hover at
about4,800 feet. To the east, where
most of the city has expanded, land
rises over mesas to the Sandia·
Mountain foothills of about 6,500
feet.
·
West of the Rio Grande. the
mesas rise more abruptly than to the
cast. With a difference of I, 700 feet
beteen the lowlands and highlands
of Albuquerque, there is often a 10
degree variance in temperature. Just

TRANQUILITY BEFORE THE STORM: Albuquerque's Old Town Plaza appears calm and
quiet here, bu.t city officials expect special NCAA events to liven up the city's oldest section.
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continued from p11ge 20
oTo Ned's El Portal 6/o (4200
CentralS. B.) Happy hour from 5 to
7 p.m. dnily except Sunday. Drink

oTo Penguin Lounge 6/o (416 San
Pedro S.E.) Drink prices: 60-cent
draft, 90-cent can, $1 wine, $1.20
well.

speciols: 75-eent beer. 75-ccnt well,
Entertainment: 01' Scrnteh (Top
40).

......'
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oTo Wine Cellar ¢.?:> {600 I Lomas
N.E.l Happy hour from 4 to 7 p.m.
d!lily. Drink specials: $1 well
drinks. Entertainment: Judy Judy
(Top 40),

oTo Palomino Club 6/o (2900
Coors N, W.) Happy hour from 4:30
to 8 p.m. Monday through Saturday.
Drink specials: 25-ccnt ladies' well
and wine; 2-for- I men's beer: 25cent Thursday., Entertainment:
Hatch Brothers (country-western).
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Future Finals
•-;,··'

1984 - The Kingdome, Seattle,
Washington, Host: University of
Washington.
1985 - 'Rupp Arena, Lexington,
I Kentucky.
Host: University of Ken-tucky.
1986 · Reunion Arena, Dallas,
1 Texas.
Host: Southern Methodist
University.
1987 - Louisiana Superdome,
I
New
Orleans, Louisiana. Host:
1
Tulane University.
1988 - Kemper Arena, Kansas
City,
1 ence, Missouri. Host: Big 8 Confer1
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Invites You to a FREE cup of

l
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homemade soup with purchase of sandwich

2122 Juan Tabo N.E.
(just south of Menaul)
293-8033
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Please present coupon-one coupon per VISI
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Jell Ali.!\illlt,lcr

NORTH CAROLINA STATE Coach Jim Valvano shows his
smile at the Albuquerque lntern11tional Airport as his Wolfpack arrived in the Duke City Wednesday night.
Fried Cheese,
Quiche, Nachos,
Burgers,. BBQ Chicken,
Steak, Shrimp, Spinach Salad,
Croissants, Clubs. Chimichangas
... and morel

Happy Hour 11am-7pm
and llpm-clase.
Louisiana & 1-40

NE.W MEXICO

Yau mUll be 21 and ha.. -1.0.

Daily Lobo
381400

Vol. 87
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The New Mexico Dally Lobo Is published Monday through Frldoy every regular week of the
Universityy~ar, weekly during closed and final~ weeks and weekly ?urlng·the ~ummer session,
by the Board of Student Publications of the umverslty of New Mexrco. Subscnptlon rate Is $10
per academlc year. Second class postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131.
The opinions expressed on the editorial page~ of the Now Mexico D~IIY, Lobo.aro those of the
author solely. Unsignedo_plnion Is that of the ed1torand reflects the ed1tonal pohcyofthe paper,
but does not necessarily represent the views of the members of the- DaJ/y Lobo staH~
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PHOTOS

Bl'ingout youl' best at the NCAA.

,

North Carolina State, Georgia, Louisville, and
Houston, Budweiser® Light congratulates you in
your quest for the national championship. Not
only for making the Final Four through your
hard-fought tournament victories but for your
determination, effort and spirit throughout the
entire season.
Right now, no one knows better than you that
the best never comes easy. That's why there's
nothing else like it.

l
l

Natural Foods
and
Luncheon Bar
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LOUISVILLE COACH Denny Crum prepares his Cardinals for battle in the final minutes of a regular season game with De
Paul. Crum's troops won the NCAA Championship in 1980.

Cards, Cougars Hit
Skies in Second Tilt
By Steve King

AKEEM OLAJUWON

The nation's two best college basketball teams will square off in Saturday
afternoon's second game. as the top-ranked Houston University Cougars face
the country's second-ranked Louisville Cardinals.
The 30-2 Cougars arc making their second-straight appearance in the Final
Four tourney. while the 32-3 Cards return after a two-year sabbatical.
Louisville won the 1980 NCAA Championship.
The Cougars of the "Phi Slamma Jammu" fraternity enter Saturday's
encounter with a 25-game winning streak. The Southwest Conference champion beat Villanova in the Mideast Regional Championship game to reach the
Final Four.
The Houston frontline of Larry "Smooth" Michcaux. Clyde "The Glide"
Drexler and Akecm "The Dream'' Olajuwon arc the nation's premier shot.
blockers and dunksters. Michael Young and freshman playmakcr Alvin
Franklin arc in the backcourt. with Reid Gettys corning in off the bench.
Louisville is led by Milt Wagner and Lancaster Gordon. who provide the
scoring thrust, and Scooter and Rodney McCray, along with Charles Jones.
who man the inside. The Cards claimed their state championship by whipping
the University of Kentucky in the Mid.west Regional final.
l'uul~ l'm~'um l,t>Ut'\ 111~ C'.1nlmal
The two teams make up the two best sky-oriented teams in the country. CARDINAL BILLY THOMPSON plays flyswatter against
which means that the game will be played above the rim for the most part. The
winner will meet the victor of the NC State-Georgia shootout on Monday Wright State during regular season. Thompson is Louisville's third-leading shot blocker.
night at 7: 12 p.m.
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